Performance limits in optical communications due to fiber nonlinearity
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1. Introduction

Current perceptions of fiber optic communication systems is that there is a practical, and impending, limit on the data throughput of a single mode fiber. This limit has been commonly called nonlinear Shannon limit [1]-[2] and such a fixed limit, when combined with continued exponential increase in demand for communication [at an almost constant compound annual growth rate of almost 40% since 1999 [3]] results in predictions of an optical capacity crunch [4], a term which was first applied to communication networks at the start of the decade [5]. The relentless exponential growth in demand for data services, particularly video has, since 1975 [6], been largely fulfilled by using new technology to increase the capacity of a single optical fiber. Intentionally, business reality ensured that each successive technology generation would offer higher data rates, with reduced cost and energy consumption per bit. Energy efficiencies (per bit) typically improved at a rate of 20% per annum, continuing trends which have been enjoyed since Marconi’s introduction of a wireless transatlantic service [7]. However, with demand increasing at 40%, and efficiency gains lagging behind at 20%, as with all exponential growth phenomena, something will eventually have to change. The timing of this change is, of course, is a debatable point, with simple graph plotting suggesting that unchecked growth in communications energy consumption could result in network’s energy demands exceed global electricity production capability in the foreseeable future, whilst recent successful actions by major telecoms operators to constrain energy through decommissioning old equipment use could postpone the issue by up to a decade [8]. Unless there is a change in the rate of increase of demand, the inevitable change of business model into a new regime of finite resources will dearly be a challenge for carriers, service providers, and equipment manufacturers alike. The “post crunch” solution adopted by the industry will also have currently unpredictable consequences for consumers of communication systems, but these issues all fall beyond the scope of this article.
Here, we focus on models which have rapidly become established and which may be used to predict the maximum performance of the ubiquitous single mode optical fibers used in major telecommunications networks. The anticipated performance limit is a fundamental consequence of the basic physics of any optical system, in particular the trade-off between noise, finding its origins in quantum mechanics, and nonlinearity usually described using electromagnetism. In many ways therefore, the performance limits of single mode optical fiber are fundamental consequences of modern physics. Optical amplifiers are close to the so called "quantum limit", and the susceptibility tensor of silica based fibers has a collection of characteristics which are hard to improve upon. However, even if new materials' science uncover a medium with even more favorable parameters we believe that the approach presented here will remain valid, and that the potential performance limits readily scaled from the material properties [9].

Predictions of the performance limits of optical communication systems are not new, and date back almost to the demonstration of the laser [10], and were even included in the first proposals for optical fiber [11]. Of course, in order to understand the performance limits of optical fiber communication systems, we must first understand our definition of those limits. Quantitative values of the acceptable performance limits have of course evolved with time, thanks in a large part in our ability to accept transmission errors due to improvements in forward error correction coding. However, the qualitative definitions have also evolved, and whilst a post error correction error rate lower than a set value, say less than 1 error over the entire length of the message can be readily universally established, they are hard to measure. Various proxy measurements have been proposed over time, and section 2 of this paper attempts to explain their relationships, potential confusions, and how to translate between them. As a broad overview, in section 3 and 4 we will discuss the performance limits of directly and coherently detected transmission systems limited by noise and/or the nonlinear Kerr effect, developing a concept of a fundamental performance limit. In section 5 we immediately describe how this apparent limit may be overcome, and a new limit is established. Before considering the potential benefits of moving towards this new limit in section 7, we briefly review nonlinear effects based on scattering phenomena in section 6.

Section 3 commences with the linear performance limits for direct detection systems. In line with the earliest calculations [10] we include free space propagation as a potential source of loss, establishing fundamental performance limits considering the fundamental noise sources and simple practical limits on transmitted output power, illustrating the performance limits for both binary and non-binary digital communication systems. We then examine the impact of fiber dispersion and nonlinearity, considering the key impairments of self-phase modulation and parametric noise amplification, with the later involving an interaction between signal and noise and proving to be fundamental. The interplay between dispersion and nonlinearity gives rise to intricate optimization problems and fundamental performance limits which still appear to hold today, in the context of system design for short reach applications such as intra data center links. We next consider optical solitons, which offer the prospect of allowing dispersion and nonlinearity to balance out, but resulting in performance dominated by the interplay between signal and noise. Finally section 3 considers wavelength division multiplexed systems, where interactions between independent channels are added, and the concept of dispersion management is introduced. Dispersion management allows the conflicting requirements of minimizing parametric noise amplification, self-phase modulation and inter channel effects such as cross-phase modulation to be addressed simultaneously, but as we will see, performance limits remained, although they are difficult to calculate exactly.

Section 4 follows a similar structure, but in the case of coherent detection. It first considers the linear, noise limited performance limits of a communication system before considering nonlinearity. Whilst early work on coherent transmission systems followed the same path as direct detection wavelength multiplexed systems, there was little commercial interest until the performance of the simpler direct detection systems had been exhausted, including the implementation of super-channels to allow high information spectral densities. Thus the context facing the calculation of nonlinear transmission limits is somewhat changed, and we assume in this section that all of the known techniques to maximize the throughput of a linear communication system have been applied. Operation at a high information spectral density, with no or negligible guard bands between many independent channels gives rise to the concept of a nonlinear noise spectral density, and this is developed here in the frequency domain by integrating four wave mixing efficiencies over the signal bandwidth. Whilst this approach is perfectly general, provided that appropriate assumptions are included, in some circumstances the analytical solutions are lengthy, and alternative calculation methods may be preferred. Section 4 concludes with a survey of some of these methods.

In section 5, we speculate on the compensation of any nonlinear impairment which could, in principle at least be compensated. We consider three different methods, compensating the nonlinearity at the transmitter or receiver (or preferably both) in section 5.1, compensating the nonlinearity using optical signal processing distributed along the transmission link in section 5.2, and compensating the nonlinearity by transmitting mathematically related copies of the signal along ideally identical transmission links in section 5.3. We show in particular that once the deterministic nonlinearity is
accounted for, the system is again limited by the interaction between signal and noise. Given this we also show that the highest performance gains are obtained when the compensation of the deterministic inter-

signal nonlinear effects is carried out bearing in mind the impact on the nonlinear interaction between signal and noise.

In section 6, we briefly review scattering nonlinearities, such as stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering, concluding that whilst it is easy to design system which are limited by such effects (by eliminating dispersion, or transmitting strong carriers respectively) conventional systems without nonlinearity compensation are not constrained by these effects. Finally in section 7 we briefly speculate on the potential benefit of developing tools to compensate for the nonlinear effects limiting the performance of optical fiber systems, predicting a factor of two saving in the number of fibers required for a high capacity network. We hope that a consistent presentation of the various performance limits will lead to an understanding of the fundamental limits of each system design, and understanding of the changing (sometimes reversing) trends in design as we evolved our systems towards these limits, highlight what remains to be done and, most importantly, aid in the planning of post capacity crunch networks.

2. Performance characterization.

Assuming that all noise sources may be represented as independent random variables with a Gaussian distribution (additive white Gaussian noise), it is common for the performance of the systems to be characterized by a single parameter. For a hard-decision based system, where the probability of an error is given by integrating the tail of the Gaussian noise distributions extending beyond the decision threshold the statistical Q-function, or tail probability of the standard normal distribution is used, modified so that it takes into account errors crossing the decision threshold in both directions [12]. For a direct detection system, a factor Q is defined as $Q = (\mu_i - \mu_0)/(\sigma_i - \sigma_0)$ where $\mu_i$ represents the amplitude of the $i^{th}$ level and $\sigma_i$ its standard deviation. For a binary system, this definition is well defined, and the one-to-one equivalence between Q, signal-to-noise ratio (snr) and bit error ratio (BER) is well understood. Q-factors were often calculated from eye diagrams recorded on digital sampling oscilloscopes or from bit error rate test decisions to determine thresholds characteristics. Even today performance of binary systems is often quoted in terms of a Q factor, even if the BER was originally measured.

For non-binary systems, the relationship between a parameter derived from the statistical Q-function (rather than the parameter Q used for direct detection systems), the snr and BER changes for each modulation format [13]. This can be seen by examining the hard-decision performance predictions for a rectangular constellation with $m$ constellation points

$$BER = \frac{2}{\log_2(m)} \left(1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{m}}\right) \text{Erfc} \left(\sqrt{\frac{2 \text{snr} \log_2(m)}{m-1}}\right)$$

(1)

Where Erfc represents the complementary error function. There may well be implementation penalties which mean that the expected level of performance from a given signal to noise ratio is not often achieved, and the standard system characterization would be to plot BER as a function of detected snr or even more commonly optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR), and originally received signal power as a proxy for snr. However, in order to avoid the use of a double-log axis, the results are typically represented by a "Q-factor". To obtain this modified Q-factor from a BER (for any constellation), one solves the binary version of Equation 1:

$$BER = \frac{1}{2} \text{Erfc} \left(\frac{Q}{\sqrt{2}}\right)$$

(2)

It is perhaps both confusing and unfortunate that the same symbol has been used for this quasi logarithmic proxy for BER as for the well-defined binary Q-factor, however this is now standard practice. As we will see below, analytical predictions often deliver the snr, making direct comparison with experimental Q indirect. However, a simple translation between "Q" andsnr is possible by solving Equations 1 (and equivalents for alternative modulation formats) and 0B, and an example is shown in Figure 1 below. An alternative approach, with a stronger parallel to the use of the binary Q-factor, is the use of the error-vector-magnitude (EVM) [14]. Direct detection Q factor computes the relationship between the minimum distance between points, and the sum of the standard deviations of the noise on these points. Conceptually, for error vector magnitude, this is replaced with the ratio of the minimum Euclidean distance to the noise standard deviation. If the constellation is uniform, and the noise is not pattern dependent, this is a simple definition. A strong correlation between BER and EVM has been reported for a wide range of optical system configurations [15], fully in line with theoretical predictions from more general communication theory. EVM may also be plotted in a logarithmic scale, and offers the useful advantage of allowing a smooth translation on a single graph from an equivalent EVM inferred from
actual BER measurements, and EVM calculated from the statistical distribution of received constellation points.

Figure 1: Theoretical relationship between experimentally reported Q-factor, BER and theoretically predicted signal-to-noise ratio for three commonly reported constellations.

In the case of soft decision decoding utilized in many of today’s FEC enabled systems, a performance metric fundamentally derived from hard decision is somewhat unsatisfactory. Despite this, much progress has been made where experimental results have been reported as a Q-factor whilst assuming that soft decision enabled FEC will successfully operate, and many high profile publications persist in this approach. The potential pitfalls of using a hard decision metric for a soft decision system were pointed out recently, indicating that the practice can, in certain circumstances, give pessimistic results [16]. Mutual Information, and Generalized Mutual Information have been proposed as more accurate performance metrics to ascertain what system throughput would be possible if an appropriate error correcting code could be deployed. This approach undeniably overcomes some of the more obvious problems with Q, but unless fully flexible code adaptive hardware is envisioned introduces new problems of its own.

3. Performance limits of direct detection communication systems

3.1 Linear performance of single channel optical communication systems.

Shortly after the laser was first demonstrated many of the basic principles of electronic communication were translated to the realm of optical communication, and the theory of fiber optic waveguide propagation proposed and formalized [11, 17]. The most immediate and significant advantage of laser based optical communications was the shot noise limited performance [10]. The further benefit of the ability to perform coherent detection was also quickly recognized [18]. The combination of shot noise and loss, either from scattering in an optical fiber or free space divergence readily allows the maximum transmission reach between regenerators to be estimated for a given performance for direct detection systems.

$$Q^2 = \begin{cases} \frac{\eta_D P_T A_R}{2 q B_r} e^{-\alpha L} & \text{divergence} \\ \frac{\eta_D P_T}{2 q B_r} & \text{scatter} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $P_T$ represents the transmitted power, $\eta_D$ and $B_r$ the receiver quantum efficiency and bandwidth respectively. $A_R$ represents the effective area of the receiver aperture, $q$ the charge on the electron, $\Omega_T$ the source divergence, $L$ the transmission distance and $\alpha$ the fiber loss. Such equations represent perhaps the earliest estimations of the ultimate performance of an optical communication system. This approach led to predictions of 200km long free space communication channels with bandwidths of 100GHz using only 1mW transmitter launch power (at a signal to noise ratio of 16dB) [10]. A guided wave system could offer similar performance over a comfortably competitive 50km, provided the scatter loss coefficient was less than 20dB/km and the signal launch power below the likely damage threshold of the waveguide [11], a target readily achieved a few years later [19, 20]. Of course, in practical systems the signal to noise ratio was degraded by receiver thermal noise and various beat noise terms originating from amplified spontaneous emission from optical amplifiers. Thus whilst [11] provides a
performance estimate, more accurate performance predictions were made possible by analyzing these additional noise sources, and have been carried out for coherent detection, direct detection, optical time division multiplexed, and optically amplified transmission systems [18, 21-23]. Loss was always the dominant limiting factor and drove the transmission wavelength from the convenient to a local fiber loss minimal in the region of 1300nm (the second telecommunications window, see [24]) and eventually to the lowest loss window in the region of 1550nm, where the impact of chromatic dispersion became apparent as bit rates rose. The dominance of loss allowed the impact of the majority of impairments to be modelled as a signal-to-noise ratio (or equivalently eye opening) penalty. Such impairments included mode partition noise [25], transmitter extinction ratio, chromatic dispersion and polarization mode dispersion. Dispersive effects are fundamentally determined by the symbol rate of the system, but these early systems were often dominated by additional effects induced by chirp. As symbol rates exponential grew with time, to avoid increasingly troublesome penalties from chromatic dispersion whilst retaining the benefits of low loss transmission in the 1550nm window, dispersion shifted fiber was introduced. This was particularly important for optically amplified systems, where the improved signal-to-noise ratio allowed both higher symbol rates and increased spacing between regenerators increasing the impact and quantity of chromatic dispersion respectively. For a simple direct detection system, it is straightforward to calculate the signal to noise ratio of the detected signal taking into account all of these terms. Normalizing each noise term to the signal photocurrent (I) we have noise contributions from shot noise (both from the signal (Iash) and the amplified spontaneous emission (Ia)), beat noise between signal and amplified spontaneous emission (Ith), beat noise between different components of the amplified spontaneous emission (Iaa), and thermal noise (Ith) [26],

\[
\begin{align*}
I_s & \propto P_s^2 \\
I_{sh} & \propto P_s P_e B_t \\
I_{ash} & \propto P_a P_e B_t \\
I_{sa} & \propto P_s P_a B_t \\
I_{aa} & \propto P_a^2 \left( \frac{B_t}{B_s} - 2 \frac{B_s^2}{B_t^2} \right) \\
I_{th} & \propto \frac{k_b T}{q^2 R_L} P_e^2 B_t
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[P_a = N_a (g - 1) n_{sp} h v B_s\]

and

\[P_e = \frac{h v}{\eta_D}\]

Where \(P_s\) represents the mean signal power incident on the photodetector, \(P_a\) the total amplified spontaneous emission power incident on the photodetector (assuming a chain of \(N_a\) identical amplifiers of gain \(g\), filtered bandwidth \(B_s\), and spontaneous emission parameter \(n_{sp}\)), \(P_e\) the equivalent incident power of a single photoelectron. For the thermal noise contribution, \(k_b\) represents Boltzmann’s constant, \(T\) the equivalent temperature and \(R_L\) the equivalent trans-impedance amplifier load resistance. Taking into account these terms, and the impact of finite extinction ratio (\(\sigma_e\)) from transmitter imperfections of dispersion, the performance of a binary on-off keyed system with direct detection may be predicted from [27]:

\[
Q_{DD-2} = \frac{1 - \sigma_D}{1 + \sigma_D} \sqrt{\frac{I_{th} + I_{aa} + I_{ash}}{I_{th} + I_{aa} + I_{ash} + I_{sh}}}
\]

In the majority of circumstances, a simplified form is considered. For example, for a low cost system only thermal and signal shot noise terms would be considered, whilst for a long haul optically amplified system these terms, plus spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise terms are often neglected. In these two circumstances, equation 5 becomes

\[
Q_{DD-2} = \frac{1 - \sigma_D}{\sqrt{1 + \sigma_D}} \sqrt{\frac{I_{th}}{I_{th} + I_{aa} + I_{ash} + I_{sh}}}
\]

and

\[
Q_{DD-2} = \frac{1 - \sigma_D}{\sqrt{1 + \sigma_D}} \sqrt{\frac{I_{th}}{I_{sh}}}
\]
respectively. Equation 5 is usually derived for a two level (on-off keyed) system, for M-PAM systems a similar approach may be taken by optimizing the amplitude levels such that the contributions to the bit error rate for errors between each pair of adjacent levels are equal. For signals dominated by signal independent noise such as receiver thermal noise this results in equally spaced levels in power, whilst for systems dominated by signal dependent noise such as optically amplified systems this approach results in equally spaced levels in field amplitude (quadratically spaced in power). The system performance is then

\[ \mathcal{Q}_{DD-M(i)} = \frac{\mathcal{Q}_{DD-2}}{M-1} \]  

(8)

For systems dominated by signal dependent noise [28] and following the same approach

\[ \mathcal{Q}_{DD-M(d)} = \frac{3}{2} \frac{\mathcal{Q}_{DD-2}}{(2M-1)(M-1)} \]  

(9)

Taking into account the transition probabilities and Grey coding the required received signal power should be adjusted by between 3.3 dB (signal independent noise) and 6.9 dB (signal dependent noise) to obtain the same bit error rate. In practical terms this implies that an acceptable on-off keyed system could be upgraded to 4-PAM by the addition of forward error correction coding, whilst upgrades beyond this (for example to 8-PAM) would also require an increase in the signal to noise ratio.

3.2 Nonlinear performance of single channel optical communication systems.

Having established the baseline signal-to-noise ratio performance of an optical communication system, it is necessary to also consider pulse distortion [29], which would give rise to inter-symbol interference. Propagation of communication signals with symbol rates very much less than the carrier frequency (satisfying the slowly varying envelope approximation) are well modelled by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation [30]:

\[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} = -\frac{\alpha}{2} u + j \gamma |u|^2 u - \beta' \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} - \frac{j}{2} \beta'' \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} + \frac{1}{6} \beta''' \frac{\partial^3 u}{\partial t^3} + \cdots \]  

(10)

Where \( u \) is the optical field envelope, \( \alpha \) is the loss coefficient of fiber, \( \gamma \) is the nonlinear factor of the fiber (typically in the region of 1 to 1.4 \( /\text{W/km} \)), and \( (\beta', \beta'', \text{and } \beta''') \) are the first, second and third order dispersion coefficients of the fiber respectively. \( z \) and \( t \) take their conventional space and time definitions respectively. Pulse evolution is typically dominated by the first and third terms on the right hand side of equation 10 (loss and group delay), although it is conventional to adopt a moving reference frame to minimize the impact of \( \beta' \). The second term represents nonlinearity, and becomes significant when the product of signal power (proportional to \( |u|^2 \)) time transmission distance approaches 1 W.km. The dispersive terms \( (\beta'', \text{and } \beta''') \) depend on the fiber type, but for standard single mode fiber, a value of \( \beta'' \) of around -20 ps²/km implies that, for a system with a symbol rate in the region of 10 Gbaud, the term becomes significant for system lengths exceeding 40 km. Clearly, given the wide variety of potential system configurations, it is difficult in general to simplify equation 10, although for certain specific cases simplification is possible. For a non-return to zero system it is difficult to exactly predict dispersion penalties analytically, since they are critically dependent on the optical and electrical filter bandwidths and the transmitted pulse shape. Dispersion penalties may be calculated from the broadened pulse width, and owing to the complexity of the pulse evolution for a non-return to zero signal this was sometimes performed empirically [31]. However, modelling a non-return to zero system as a sequence of superimposed Gaussian pulses allows dispersion penalties to be estimated by calculating the pulse power at the adjacent decision point in the same way that penalties in optical time division multiplexed signals may be calculated [32].

Treating the dispersed power level as a degraded extinction ratio for the adjacent symbol enables the length dependence of the penalty to be quantified using Equation 5, which takes into account both loss of pulse energy to adjacent time slots and inter symbol interference. Calculating nonlinear broadening first (without considering dispersion) and then examining the temporal evolution of the pulse [30] gives a normalised pulse power at the centre of the adjacent time slot, \( \phi_0 \), given by the solution to

\[ 16 \ln(2)^2 \frac{\ln(2)^2}{\log_2(\sigma_p)} = 1 + \sqrt{2} \phi_L + \phi_{NL} + \phi_{NL}^2 \left( 1 + \frac{4}{3\sqrt{3}} \phi_{NL}^2 \right) \]  

(11)

where

\[ \phi_L = 16 B_{7x}^2 \beta'' N_u^2 L \ln(2)^3 \]  

(12)

\[ \phi_{NL} = \gamma P S N_u L_{eff} \]  

(13)
and where $B_T$, represents the transmitted signal bandwidth, $L$ is the span length, $L_{ef}$ is the fiber effective length \((1 - \exp(-\alpha L))/\alpha\). $\phi_L$ and $\phi_{NL}$ represent scaling factors for phase shifts induced by linear and nonlinear effects respectively. The approach is only valid for low levels of nonlinearity ($\phi_{NL} < 1$), but is applicable to low cost short reach systems and long haul systems with a low channel count and no dispersion compensation. The broad implications of equations 5 and 11 are shown by the solid curves in Figures 2 and 3 (plotted for normal and anomalous dispersion respectively) which illustrate three characteristic features. For low launch powers ($\phi_{NL} \ll 1$), and sufficiently low dispersion ($\phi_L \ll 1$), the signal to noise ratio simply increases linearly with signal launch power, as expected from equation 5 alone. For higher values of dispersion, a power penalty is introduced, which rapidly degrades the performance by approximately 10dB for every order of magnitude increase in $\phi_L$ above 1. Finally, at high power levels, additional phase distortion due to fiber nonlinearity (self-phase modulation) greatly enhances the impact of dispersion with the net result of a quadratic decrease in performance with launched power. Today, such nonlinear threshold curves are a familiar feature of experimental reports of long haul transmission [33-38], although they may be plotted in terms of bit error rate rather than signal to noise ratio or Q factor [39-41].

Figure 2: Predicted signal to noise ratio for a 10 Gbaud amplitude shift keyed system with direct detection over fifty 65km spans of fiber assuming nonlinear coefficient of 1.4/W/km, loss of 0.2 dB/km, noise figure of 4.8dB and normal chromatic dispersion with magnitudes of 3.2, 1.6, 0.8, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 ps$^2$/km (purple to mauve respectively) based on self-phase modulation and dispersion (solid lines) and for self-phase modulation, dispersion and parametrically amplified noise (dotted lines).

The key difference between figures 2 and 3 is the interaction between dispersion and nonlinearity induced phase shifts. For normal dispersion (figure 2) the chirp acquired from these two effects add and only increases the rate of pulse broadening. For anomalous dispersion (figure 3), they have opposite signs and a small amount of pulse compression is possible, leading to reduced overall pulse broadening and higher signal-to-noise ratio. However, these effects are most clearly felt when the total accumulated dispersion is large (compared to the pulse width). The solid curves in figures 2 or 3 strongly suggest that arbitrarily high capacity could be achieved by simultaneously minimizing chromatic dispersion and increasing the signal launch power to a sufficiently high level.
Figure 3: Predicted signal to noise ratio for a 10 Gbaud amplitude shift keyed system with direct detection over fifty 65km spans of fiber assuming nonlinear coefficient of 1.4/W/km, loss of 0.2 dB/km, noise figure of 4.8 dB and anomalous chromatic dispersion with magnitudes of 3.2, 1.6, 0.8, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 ps$^2$/km (purple to mauve respectively) based on self-phase modulation and dispersion (solid lines) and for self-phase modulation, dispersion and parametrically amplified noise (dotted lines).

Unfortunately, even before the practical considerations of fiber power handling and the necessary fiber fabrication precision to control dispersion are taken into account, additional nonlinear effects come into play to restrict the capacity at low dispersion, in particular the parametric interaction between signal and noise \[42, 43\] which was observed in the earliest experiments at 2.5Gbit/s, for straight line \[39\] systems, recirculating loops \[44\], and in numerical simulations \[45\]. The observed effects were attributed to the parametric amplification of the amplified spontaneous emission by the signal, which was sometimes referred to as modulation instability. The effect is critically dependent on the chromatic dispersion in the fiber section where the majority of the nonlinearity occurs, typically one effective length after each optical amplifier, rather than the average dispersion of the link. The process of parametric gain in a single mode fiber is well understood \[30\] including the effect of dispersion in enhancing the nonlinear effects through a process known as phase matching. Considering a small signal perturbative analysis, it is straightforward to show that the noise enhancement factor $F_{MI}$ which multiplies the amplified spontaneous emission noise $P_a$ in equation 4, is

$$F_{MI} = 1 + \frac{\phi_{NL}^2}{N_a^2 \kappa_m^2} \left(1 - \frac{1}{2N_a} \frac{\sin((2N_a-1)\kappa_m)}{N_a \sin(\kappa_m)}\right)$$

(14)

Where the dispersive scaling parameter $\kappa_m$ is given by

$$\kappa_m = 2\sqrt{\beta''LBT_x \pi} \left(\phi_{NL} + \beta''LB_{Tx}^2\pi^2\right)$$

(15)

In the limit of small dispersion (such that $\kappa_m \ll 1$) the noise enhancement grows quadratically with the number of cascaded amplifiers, severely limiting the performance of low dispersion systems. The combined impact of both self-phase modulation and parametric noise amplification are shown by the dashed lines in figures 2 and 3. For self-phase modulation limited systems (solid lines) it can be seen, from the higher peak signal-to-noise ratio in figure 3 when compared to that of figure 2, that anomalous dispersion is preferred due to the slight pulse compression effect which is analogous to soliton propagation (see section 3.3). Conversely, due to nonlinear phase matching, systems limited by parametric noise amplification (dashed curves) show a preference for small, but finite, normal dispersion. Whilst only strictly only valid if $\phi_{NL} \ll \pi$ and critically sensitive to the exact system configuration, equations 5 and 11 allow the maximum capacity of a given system configuration to be estimated. Some examples are shown in figure 4 below where we consider the maximum achievable bit rate (for a target $Q \approx 15.5$ dB, corresponding to the typical bit error ratio target of $10^{-9}$ of early papers in this field) for low cost applications including client side interfaces, data centers and access networks for standard and dispersion shifted fibers (red), for single channel unrepeat systems using an optical pre-amplifier (blue), and for single channel systems with in-line amplifiers (purple). For the systems employing optical amplifiers (in-line and pre-amplifiers), we optimized both the signal launch power and the dispersion to maximize the peak signal to noise ratio for each point. For the in-line system, we fixed the amplifier...
spacing to 65 km. Experimental results for binary systems (solid symbols) and more complex modulation formats (open symbols) all fall within their respective performance limits, even those employing forward error correction codes with target BERs in the region of $10^{-3}$. Consequently, it can be seen that, despite the wide variety of modulation formats used in practice, the guidelines derived from Equation 5 appear to be valid for contemporary transmission systems, may be used to identify the dominant impairment for any given bit rate and distance, and guide the choice of fiber and receiver characteristics. The theoretical modelling suggests that we may anticipate terabit class interfaces for transmission distances up to 10 km using either the 1310 nm transmission window (to minimize dispersion) or optical amplification and digital signal processing.

![Maximum Bit Rate vs Target Reach](image)

**Figure 4:** Maximum bit rate for single wavelength systems with direct detection as a function of transmission length over single mode fiber. Analytical predictions (lines) assume binary on-off keyed modulation for unrepeated systems with single mode fiber (solid red, -20 ps²/km, 0.2 dB/km) dispersion shifted fiber (dashed red, - 1 ps²/km, 0.22dB/km) at 1550 nm, single mode fiber at 1310 nm (dotted red, -0.2 ps²/km, 0.3dB/km) with direct detection receivers, for an unrepeated single mode fibersystem (1550 nm, -20 ps²/km, 0.2 dB/km) with an optical preamplifier and the optimum dispersion (blue), and for a system with in-line amplifiers spaced every 65 km with optimized dispersion (subject to a minimum of 0.2 ps²/km, purple). For unrepeated systems assume a fixed transmitter launch power of 10 mW, whilst launch power is optimized for each point for in-line amplified systems. Dots represent reported per wavelength experimental results for low cost short reach systems (red), single channel systems with optical pre-amplifiers (blue) and in-line amplifiers (purple). See [46-50] for selection of references for binary amplitude shift keyed systems (solid symbols) and [51-71] for more complex formats (open symbols) operating with FEC.

Currently, research incorporating direct detection not only includes single mode fibers (as shown in figure 4), but also multimode fibers in order to minimize costs and simplify deployment strategies. Whilst new fiber types such as OM4 and OM5 significantly reduce modal dispersion, electronic equalization is often employed for these systems, increasing cost.

For a direct detection system with uniform dispersion, given that figure 2 suggests that there is little margin for 10 Gbit/s propagation over 1.625 km it is apparent that such systems are unlikely to find application in trans-continental and submarine transmission systems. In order to break the dispersion trade off resulting from these competing nonlinear effects, the concept of dispersion management was introduced, where large sections of the system comprised slightly anomalous dispersion fiber, minimizing the parametric noise amplification effect and shorter section of positive dispersion fiber (for example standard single mode fiber) were used to maintain a low overall path averaged dispersion to minimize self-phase modulation pulse broadening [72]. Alternative maps were soon also proposed [eg 73] with similar levels of performance. The concept of dispersion management had been proposed and experimentally observed [74, 75] for soliton systems, where the benefits of nonlinear transmission combined with anomalous dispersion were fully exploited to eliminate pulse distortion. Whilst concepts such as map strength, first introduced for solitons [76] were eventually applied to non-soliton systems for many years system designers resorted to complete numerical simulations rather than direct calculation of performance limits, and the earliest single channel optically amplified transmission systems employed dispersion management to avoid parametric noise amplification [77]. Whilst coherent transmission systems have reduced the requirement for dispersion management in today’s systems, research on dispersion management persists to deal with the limits of finite signal processing memory [78], legacy fiber [79], reduce cost in access systems [80] and enable the use of low cost transponders [81].
3.3 Soliton transmission systems

In this section, we consider the transmission performance of a specific class of optical transmission system known as a soliton transmission system. As we saw in the section above, it is possible to calculate the performance limits of a system by studying the evolution of optical pulses. In particular, Equation 11 may be used to design a transmission system which minimizes the pulse distortion arising from the combination of nonlinearity and chromatic dispersion at a particular transmission distance and launch power. The net effect is close to a balance between dispersion and nonlinearity which maximizes the performance. However, it can be shown analytically for a lossless fiber that for certain pulse shapes the balance between dispersion and nonlinearity is exact and occurs continuously along the fiber length. Equation 10 may be solved directly in order to find these solutions, which are known as solitons, where the pulse intensity remains invariant with transmission distance, neatly balancing out the effects of self-phase modulation and chromatic dispersion, and should two solitons (for example at different wavelengths) collide, or pass through each other, they remain solitons. The performance of a soliton system may be readily calculated from the signal to noise ratio, and a perturbation analysis of the pulse properties, such as center frequency and arrival time. The most famous effect, the Gordon-Haus effect [82], results from the interaction between individual solitons, amplified spontaneous emission noise and dispersion. In brief, the noise is absorbed into the soliton, but changes its central frequency. Coupled with chromatic dispersion, this frequency jitter results in an arrival time jitter, in turn resulting in the potential for detection errors (pulse arrives in the wrong time slot). Various conditions must be satisfied to guarantee soliton transmission relating to amplifier spacing (should be as short as practical) and pulse duty cycle (should be as low as practical to minimize inter-soliton interaction) amongst others. The impact of these conditions was often illustrated in so called soliton design diagrams. Actual performance limits were readily calculated, as shown in Figure 5, from perturbation analysis from the interaction between soliton and noise [82], and from other nonlinear effects such as the Raman effect [83] and the acousto-optic effect [84], with the latter two of increasing importance for high symbol rate systems.

Figure 5: Analytically predicted performance of a 33 Gbit/s on-off keyed soliton transmission system with an amplifier spacing of 34 km (50 µm², 0.2dB/km loss), and 7.7dB noise figure amplifiers for uniform dispersion fiber. Dispersion optimised to 16 fs/nm/km and pulse width to 1.3 ps. Shows analytically predicted bit error rate for signal to noise ratio (green, including spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise), jitter from the Gordon-Haus effect (red), Raman self-frequency shift (purple), and the acousto-optic effect (blue). Adapted from [32].

Figure 5 illustrates analytically predicted performance for a 33 Gbit/s on-off keyed soliton transmission system, using fiber and amplifier parameters typically experienced during the heyday of soliton transmission research. Analytically, it is possible to fine tune the dispersion parameter and pulse width, higher dispersion or shorter pulse widths resulting in higher soliton launch powers (so that the increased dispersion is balanced by increased self-phase modulation). Whilst this improved the signal-to-noise ratio, the efficiency to which dispersion converts frequency noise into jitter implies that the net effect of increasing dispersion is to greatly increased jitter. On the other side, reduced dispersion results in a reduced launch power and increased impact from amplified spontaneous emission noise. In order to achieve a transmission distance exceeding a few thousand km, it is necessary to control the dispersion to an accuracy of better than 0.02 ps/nm/km, and consequently no experimental results have matched this performance prediction. The acousto-optic and Raman effects are even more susceptible to dispersion and transmission results over such distances were strongly jitter limited, even at 10 Gbit/s.
Due to the strict requirement to achieve specific dispersion coefficients described above, in order to optimize performance at particular bit rates, path averaged dispersion was controlled by the addition of a second, high dispersion, fiber [75]. Including the second fiber was initially carried out simply to tune the mean dispersion, and was basically an experimental convenience. However, whilst many aspects of these experiments agreed with analytical predictions and numerical simulations, it was observed that such periodic dispersion management led to an increase in the optimum soliton power above the theoretical values suggested for uniform dispersion. This increase in soliton power arose because the increased pulse dispersion reduced the effectiveness of self-phase modulation. The increased signal power reduced the impact of ASE, allowing for operation with lower path averaged dispersion, larger pulse width, and consequently reduced jitter [74, 76]. Dispersion management led to a significant increase in transmission reach, as illustrated by comparing the case shown in Figure 6 with that in Figure 5. Not only does this result in lower Gordon Haus jitter, but it further reduces the impact of the acousto-optic and Raman effects. Such optimization enables transoceanic transmission to be envisioned, and indeed ultra-long haul transmission results were reported for soliton based systems [85], and a close agreement with theoretical performance limits was achieved.

![Figure 6: Analytically predicted performance of a 33 Gbit/s on-off keyed soliton transmission system with an amplifier spacing of 34 km (50 µm², 0.2dB/km loss), and 7.7dB noise figure amplifiers for a dispersion managed link. Dispersion profile optimised to -1ps/nm/km for 32km of fiber followed by 2km of 16ps/nm/km fiber. Pulse width optimised to 3.1ps. Shows analytically predicted bit error rate for signal to noise ratio (green, including spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise), and jitter from the Gordon-Haus effect (red). Raman self-frequency shift and the acousto-optic effect are negligible in this case. Adapted from [32].](image)

Soliton system performance was further improved by the addition of partially regenerative functions in the transmission line which exploited the natural stability of a soliton pulse against weak perturbations to restrict the growth of frequency jitter [86], negate its impact through the imposition of frequency chirp [87] or phase conjugation [88], or to drag the soliton amplitudes towards the ideal position through amplitude modulation [89]. The concepts of dispersion managed solitons were successfully used to design commercially deployed transmission systems [90] and analytical predictions of system performance were readily available and highly reliable. The advent of high spectral efficiency transmission systems resulted in a sharp decline in interest in soliton transmission systems which required spectrally inefficient picosecond pulses for optimum performance. The study of soliton transmission systems revealed for the first time the following lessons:
- Simple but accurate expressions to predict the performance of a nonlinear transmission system were possible.
- System designs may gain a degree of benefit by taking into account the nonlinearity.
- Performance is ultimately limited by the interaction between signal and noise.
- The nonlinear interaction between signal and noise may itself be addressed by introducing carefully designed elements distributed along the transmission link.
- For long distance systems with large spectra (short pulses in the soliton context) acousto-optic and Raman effects should not be neglected.

Whilst explicit research into soliton transmission systems is now rare, recent calculations have shown the benefit of multi-level phase modulated solitons [91, 92] and continued interest in dispersion management [93, 94] and control [95] of optical solitons. The broader lessons of soliton transmission systems are
3.4 Wavelength division multiplexed systems

To further increase the total system throughput, multiple signals may be multiplexed over the various available dimensions, including wavelength (frequency [18, 98]), polarization, phase, and space [99]. Given that the Shannon limit predicts throughputs proportional to \( N_{ch} B \log_2(1 + snr) \) [100] one would expect that increasing the channel bandwidth, through for example wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), would be an easier route than increasing the signal power in order to enhance the signal to noise ratio. Indeed, this has historically been the case, with wavelength division multiplexing, quadrature multiplexing and polarization multiplexing all preceding the use of multiple amplitude levels in core networks (this has not been the case for short reach links, where the complexity (cost) has outweighed the theoretical performance benefits). To analyze the nonlinear interaction between signals the carrier envelope \( u(z, t) \) in Equation 10 is usually replaced with the sum over three potentially different wavelength signals \( u = u_i + u_j + u_k \), giving rise to nonlinear interference terms governed by the second terms on the right hand side. If all three terms are identical \( (i=j=k) \) we have contributions commonly referred to as self-phase modulation (SPM) and the impact of nonlinearity is as described in section 3.1, if two of the terms are identical \( (say \, i=j=k) \) part of the nonlinear term is proportional to the intensity of the interfering channel, given effects known as cross-phase modulation (XPM). Finally if all three terms are unique \( (i=j\neq k) \) the effects are known as four-wave mixing (FWM) [101]. Degeneracy factors \( (D) \) often arise from mathematically identical permutations of the fields in the description of certain phenomena, such as double strength of cross phase modulation \( (D=6) \) and self-phase modulation \( (D=3) \). It is important to note that all of the different classes of nonlinear penalty described by equation 10 have the same origin, and provided care is taken with both degeneracy (the number of permutations of any given combination of signals) and the finite spectral width of real signals, the impact of nonlinearity may be calculated using the most general approach, four-wave mixing. Taking this approach, we find for an optically amplified link, that the nonlinearly generated field component at \( \omega_t = \omega_i + \omega_j - \omega_k \) is given by [102-104]

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{u}_t &= \left( 2u_i u_j u_k \gamma e^{i\Delta \beta N_g L} \right) \left( \frac{1 - e^{-i \Delta \beta L}}{\alpha + j \Delta \beta} \right) \left( \frac{\sin(N_g \Delta \beta L/2)}{5 \sin(\Delta \beta L/2)} \right) \\
&= \left( 2u_i u_j u_k \gamma e^{i\Delta \beta N_g L} \right) \left( \frac{1 - e^{-i \Delta \beta L}}{\alpha + j \Delta \beta} \right) \left( \frac{\sin(N_g \Delta \beta L/2)}{5 \sin(\Delta \beta L/2)} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

(16)

Where the phase matching parameter, \( \Delta \beta \), is given by

\[
\Delta \beta = -\beta''(\omega_i - \omega_k)(\omega_j - \omega_k)
\]

(17)

and where \( u_i, u_j, u_k \) are the optical field envelops of the mixing components located at frequencies \( \omega_i, \omega_j, \omega_k \) and \( \omega_t \) is the resulted FWM optical field envelop spectrally located at \( \omega_t = \omega_i + \omega_j - \omega_k \). In equation 16, the first term represents the overall scale of the generated signal and is dominated by the cube of the optical field amplitude, and the fiber nonlinearity. This term is often expressed with a degeneracy factor \( D \) which counts the number of permutations of the fields contributing to a given nonlinear effect, such as cross phase modulation \( (D=3) \). The second term represents the effect of phase matching of a single span which is dominated by the dispersion and loss effective lengths of the fiber [105], and the final term represents the quasi-phase matching effect of the cascaded amplifier chain [106]. This last term is expressed for a uniform system with identical spans, and is readily verified experimentally [107].
Figure 7. FWM power as frequency separation between two frequency components for single 65km span of fiber assuming a nonlinear coefficient of 1.4/W/km, loss of 0.2 dB/km with signal launch power of -10 dBm, amplification exactly overcome span loss, and dispersion coefficients, $\beta''$, of 3.2, 1.6, 0.8, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 ps$^2$/km (purple to mauve).

Figures 7 and 8 show the FWM power $|\mu|^2$ (resulted by the end of optical transmission system) as a function of frequency separation between two mixing optical components. It can be seen that for a single span system (figure 7) there is no effect of phase mismatch resulted from the third term because it is equal to 1, and the second term of equation 16 will start raising phase mismatch (as fiber dispersion increases) between the mixing components which result degradation of the FWM power as the frequency separation increases. For multi-span system (figure 8), we can see that the third component of equation 16 will result higher FWM power (20dB in the figure) at strongly phase matched mixing components (low frequency separation) since the contribution to the detected power arising from the third term will be proportional to $N\alpha^2$, at weakly phase matched mixing components (higher frequency separation) the third term ratio of equation 16 will start showing an oscillation in FWM that depends on the dispersion length and the number of spans in the system.

Figure 8. FWM power as frequency separation between two frequency components for a link comprising ten 65km spans of fiber assuming a nonlinear coefficient of 1.4/W/km, loss of 0.2 dB/km with signal launch power of -10 dBm, amplification exactly overcome span loss and dispersion coefficients, $\beta''$, of 3.2, 1.6, 0.8, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 ps$^2$/km (purple to mauve).

For any given system, equation 16 can be used to vectorially calculate the magnitude of any unwanted power which may be coherently added to the signal to allow for the calculation of eye closure or signal to noise ratio penalties. For a uniform dispersion system, the predilection for low dispersion to minimize intra channel effects observed in section 3.2 tends to enhance inter-channel four wave mixing by extending the phase matching bandwidths to ever higher frequency separations. This rapidly increased the impetus for dispersion managed systems where the objectives are to maintain high local dispersion to minimize the nonlinear interactions in each span (second term of equation 16), a low path average
 dispersion to minimize pulse broadening and single channel effects (see section 3.2). Furthermore, if the accumulated dispersion returns to zero after each period of the dispersion map, four wave mixing products from each map section add up coherently, giving another source of quasi phase matched four wave mixing enhancement, as was seen for uniform dispersion systems in the (third term of equation 16) [107]. Consequently an additional parameter, the residual dispersion per span (or per map period if longer than one span) was introduced. The optimum value was a trade-off between large quasi phase matching which enhances inter-channel nonlinearities (favoring large residual dispersion) and total accumulated dispersion which increases the intra-channel peak to average power ratio (favoring low residual dispersion). For the general case, contributions from each amplified span must be summed vectorially [108, 109], but considerable insight may be gained from various special cases, allowing for the map shape [110] and length [111] to be tailored with a view to minimizing resonances [112]. Excellent experimental validation has been observed for a variety of cases involving periodically varying parameters [113, 114], with the minimum four wave mixing powers observed for strong aperiodic maps. In [109,115] a simple approximation was proposed for short periods maps (where two or more fibers were used within each span);

$$u_t \approx \left( u_t u_k^* y_1 e^{i(\Delta \beta t)/2} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{e^{i \beta t} e^{-i \Delta \beta t}}{a + \beta} \right) \frac{\sin[N_a \Delta \beta L/2]}{\sin(\Delta \beta L/2)}$$ (18)

where the numerical subscript refers to the parameter of the indicated fiber, and the path weighted phase matching factor is given by

$$\Delta \beta = - \frac{\beta''_{L1} + \beta''_{L2}}{L1+L2} (\omega_1 - \omega_k) (\omega_2 - \omega_k)$$ (19)

Figure 9 shows the FWM power $|u_t|^2$ at the end of a dispersion managed optical transmission system as a function of frequency separation between two mixing optical components. For a single span system (not shown), there is no significant effect resulting from the addition of a piece of DCF after transmission because the signal power at the input of the DCF may be made arbitrarily low ($e^{-aL}$ in the second term of equation 18 if the dispersion compensating fiber forms part of the span) so there are very small FWM power generated in the DCF. For a multi-span system however, the DCF impacts the relative phases of the interacting signals and so the dispersion compensation ratio has a significant effect on the FWM power oscillation. We can see that full compensation of dispersion will cancel the phase mismatch resulting from the third term leaving a mixing product whose power is proportional to $N_a$, suggesting that a 100% dispersion compensation ratio should be avoided.

Figure 9: FWM power in a dispersion managed system as a function of separation between two frequency components for a system with ten spans. Each span considered in the calculation had a 65 km transmission fiber with a nonlinear coefficient of $1.4(W\cdot km)^{-1}$, a loss of $0.2\,dB/km$, a dispersion coefficient of $3.2\,ps^2/km$, a signal launch power of $-10\,dBm$, an amplifier exactly compensating all span losses, and a dispersion compensating fiber with a length depending on the dispersion compensation percentage, nonlinearity coefficient of $1.4(W\cdot km)^{-1}$, a loss of $0.2\,dB/km$, and a dispersion coefficient of $-40\,ps^2/km$. Colors represent the dispersion compensation ratio (total dispersion of dispersion compensating fiber divided by total dispersion of transmission fiber): solid lines; purple, 80%; blue, 85%; green 90%; red, 95%; black 100% and dashed lines; purple, 120%; blue, 115%; green 110%; red, 105%.
This analytical approach proved to be accurate provided that \(L_c > L_d\) as were other related approaches which considered only a fraction of the four-wave mixing terms, such as cross-phase modulation [116] in order to simplify the derivation and/or the exposition. In these cases, the generated four wave mixing terms were considered as an additional noise source, affecting both ones and zeros, in equation 5. Mixing products arising from the same combination of channels were added vectorially due to their correlation, and those from independent combinations of channels were added incoherently as independent random variables. Proposals to calculate system performance using these quasi phase matched integrals were made [117]. However, for small channel counts, full numerical simulation of equation 10 was possible, minimizing the risk of assumptions being breached or effects being neglected whilst for large channel counts the complexity of the analytical calculations rapidly becomes unwieldy except for certain special cases. As a consequence of this, despite the availability of accurate but little known models based on these principles [118], system design of signal channel, wavelength division multiplexed and even dense wavelength division multiplexed systems continued to rely on numerical simulation [119,120].

4. Coherently Detected Systems

We have seen how, throughout the history of optical communications, it has been possible to develop accurate analytical predictions of the system performance. These applied to single channel systems, with and without optical amplifiers, to soliton transmission systems, and to wavelength division multiplexed systems with dispersion management. However, such models rarely gained widespread acceptance and numerical simulations dominated system design. The widening use of coherent detection, along with digital signal processing, appears to have changed the emphasis significantly from analytical predictions more frequently used. This is partly due to a realization of the simplicity of the model [118], but also the availability of digital signal processing to eliminate the impact of component imperfections, greatly improving the model accuracy. Before considering the model, and its use to predict the maximum potential performance of a communication system, we review the basic properties of a coherent transmission system.

4.1 Linear performance of a coherent transmission system.

At a fundamental level, the inclusion of a local oscillator in the receiver of a communication system has two significant implications. Firstly, the beating between the local oscillator and the received field results in the generation of additional photocurrents proportional to the received signal amplitude, as opposed to solely the signal intensity. This gives rise to two orthogonal field quadratures and both polarizations [121-123], allowing the data rate to be immediately quadrupled for the same symbol rate and number of amplitude levels. It also allows the possibility of applying signal processing functions which would be difficult in the optical domain, such as spectral filters with sharp roll offs [18, 124-125] and adaptive all pass filters with long memory lengths enabling, for example, electronic compensation of chromatic dispersion [126, 127]. A particularly important linear compensation function associated with digital coherent receivers is the compensation of substantial levels of polarization mode dispersion. Secondly, if the local oscillator power is sufficiently high, photocurrents proportional to the local oscillator intensity dominate, enhancing the receiver sensitivity (or improving the required optical signal to noise ratio) [124]. The wanted signal \(I_{LS}\) and additional shot \((I_{Lsh})\) and noise \((I_{La})\) terms are [128]:

\[
\begin{align*}
I_{LS}^2 & \propto P_L P_s \\
I_{Lsh}^2 & \propto P_L P_s B_r \\
I_{La}^2 & \propto P_L P_a \frac{B_r}{B_s}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(P_L\) represents the local oscillator power. Further benefits are observed when balanced receivers are used, with signal-spontaneous and spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise appearing as common mode noise, which may be suppressed by a balanced receiver with appropriate characteristics [129]. In this case, any signal which does not originate from beating with the local oscillator is common to both arms of the balanced receiver and so is substantially cancelled when the arms are subtracted. For an ideal balanced receiver, all photocurrent terms in equation 4 except that relating to thermal noise become zero. Thermal noise is, unfortunately, doubled for a balanced receiver. Following the approach of section 3.1 and assuming ideal balanced receivers, the received signal-to-noise ratio is given by:

\[
\text{snr}_\text{CD} = \frac{(1+bd)\sqrt{I_{LS}}}{2\sqrt{(1-bd)(I_{La}+I_{Lsh}+I_{aa})+I_{Lsh}+I_{La}+(1+bd)I_{Lsh}}}
\]

where the detection parameter \(bd\) is 0 for a single ended detector and 1 for a balanced detector. We assume henceforth an ideal intra-dyne balanced receiver with digital signal processing [130], and that the local oscillator power is sufficient to make the contribution of thermal and shot noise terms negligible.
4.2 Nonlinear signal to noise ratio in a coherent transmission system.

In contrast to calculating the predicted performance of specific, cost reduced, transmission systems, in order to calculate fundamental performance limits, it is necessary to consider a fully optimized system. Fundamental theorems in communication push the system designer towards; maximizing the channel bandwidth rather than signal to noise ratio as system throughput scales linearly with bandwidth but only logarithmically with signal-to-noise ratio [100]. For memoryless systems employing matched filters to optimize the trade of between inter-symbol interference [131] and noise [132] is of significant benefit, whilst correlated signaling, which deliberately introduces controlled inter-symbol interference [133] or cancelation of intentionally induced inter-symbol interference by maximum likelihood sequence estimation [134] may be used to trade off total capacity and required signal to noise ratio. Modulation formats and coding should be optimized including bi-polar formats to maximize use of the transmitted energy and adapting the constellation to the almost [135] Gaussian noise of the linear optically amplified channel [136]. Having developed a strategy to optimize the per channel performance, it remains to fully exploit the available spectrum by adding additional channels. This is ideally performed using fundamentally orthogonal pulse shapes to minimize inter-channel interference [137] leading to concepts of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and filter bank multi-carrier [138, 139] or using signals with almost rectangular spectra [140]. All of these techniques have been shown to increase the net throughput of an optical system in the ASE noise dominated regime, and whilst it has been argued that slight modifications may be beneficial for nonlinear channels [141], the general principles remain valid.

In contrast to the early optically amplified systems described above, where the evolution of pulse parameters could be calculated analytically and used to predict maximum of systems performance, the nonlinear evolution of individual channels in such high spectral efficiency systems is difficult to state analytically. Furthermore, the ability to access the full field of the signal offered by coherent detection enables linear impairments to be compensated in the electrical domain (either digitally, or using appropriate analogue circuits) making the approach less valid. An alternative approach is needed for the analysis of such systems which identifies those changes to the received optical field which may not be simply compensated by linear filters in the electrical or digital domain. In order to establish the fundamental performance limit imposed by nonlinearity, rather than the limits of a specific configuration, the system of interest, shown as the top row in figure 10 below, is a wideband multiplex of many independent channels, each channel carrying polarization multiplexed signals with bipolar modulation formats which exploit both quadratures of the optical field. The signals are either spectrally shaped, or overlapping in order to maximize the number of transmitted symbols per unit bandwidth, and we assume that an optimized linear filter is used to compensate for any and all linear impairments. We assume all of this, together with the additional assumption that the transmitters and receivers are all independent of each other (that is, are unable to exchange information about the data they are processing) and are carrying independent data. If all linear impairments are compensated it has been proposed that we may treat the impact of nonlinearity as the generation of an independent nonlinear noise field \([\text{nl}]\) which is detected along with the signal \([i]\) and ASE \([\text{ase}]\) at the receiver where they mix with the local oscillator field \([i_0]\), giving a total photocurrent proportional to:

\[
i_t \propto |i_t + i_e + i_{\text{ase}} + i_{\text{nl}}|^2
\]

and assuming an ideal balanced receiver eliminating common mode noise (including beat products from fields arriving at the same input of the optical hybrid), and, as stated above, electronic compensation of any residual chromatic and polarization mode dispersion, the received electrical signal power receives an additional noise term proportional to the beat between the local oscillator and nonlinear noise \(I_{5\text{nl}}^2\):

\[
I_{5\text{nl}}^2 \propto P_L P_{\text{NL}} \frac{B_e}{B_S}
\]

giving a total signal to noise ratio, neglecting shot noise of:

\[
\text{SNR} = \frac{B_S}{B_e} \frac{P_S}{P_{\text{ase}} + P_{\text{NL}}}
\]

Where \(P_{\text{NL}}\) represents the nonlinear noise power generated by the system in the bandwidth \(B_S\); note that for a WDM system the total system bandwidth is typically greater than the transmitter bandwidth \(B_T\), by the number of channels. And is developed further in equation 20. This approach, first proposed in the 1990’s [118] and revisited at the turn of the century [142-144] represents a significant departure from the previous, pulse shape dependent, approach and instead relies solely on the power spectral density of the signal. Separating the nonlinear interaction as a noise term relies on a system configuration where the spectral components interacting are random, which is achieved for low symbol rate signals such as OFDM, and signals which experience significant dispersion within the nonlinear effective length.
When incorporated in Shannon and Hartley's eponymous formula $C/B = \log_2(1 + \text{snr})$, equation 24 leads to what has been known as the nonlinear Shannon limit, although it does not represent a true limit in the general sense intended by Shannon, rather a lower bound governed by the choices made in designing the nonlinear transmission system, and the assumption of memoryless signal processing. The term limit refers to the fact that for any given system design there is an optimum launch power at which the signal to noise ratio, and thus data information spectral density, reaches its maximum. A popular approach to calculating this limit is to analytically integrate the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (equation 10) over distance (equation 18) and frequency [118, 140, 142, 145-146] subject to certain simplifying assumptions. In addition to those already listed above, these predominantly include the assumption that for the majority of the transmission link, all spectral components may be considered independent random variables and that the contributions from each span add with random phase. Alternative approaches based on time domain response functions or perturbation approaches give similar results (see section 4.3). In all cases, it is further assumed that the net effect of nonlinearity is small. In the case of the frequency domain integration approach, this corresponds to the joint assumptions of negligible pump depletion and the absence of higher order four wave mixing (between at least one nonlinear mixing product and the signals). In the case of the perturbation approaches, this corresponds to a simplified first order model. It is reassuring that each approach gives the same result in the region where this basket of assumptions holds.

Figure 10: Interacting fields contributing to total nonlinear noise power, showing input signal fields (green horizontal lines) and noise fields from each amplifier (blue horizontal lines), the start of interactions between them (vertical arrows) and the nonlinearly generated signals (red shaded triangles). Each row shows a different interaction, specifically; inter signal interaction (b), parametrically amplified noise (c), and nonlinear phase noise (d). Nonlinear noise is not shown for simplicity.

A typical transmission system is shown in Figure 10a and comprises a number of independent closely spaced transmitters, ideally with flat power spectral densities. Such signals include Nyquist WDM signals [147], OFDM signals [148] or all-optical OFDM signals [149] or super-channels [150]. The signals are transmitted over a link comprising multiple spans of fiber, with periodic amplification, either in the form of discrete amplifiers, such as Erbium doped fiber amplifiers, or distributed amplifiers, commonly based on the Raman Effect. At the receiver each channel (or super-channel) is detected independently. Figure 10b illustrates the two most dominant effect which impact the signal-to-noise ratio. The horizontal green lines represent the signal field, the three copies representing three frequency components involved in four-wave mixing. These signals are present at the input to the signal, and their nonlinear interaction may be determined using equation 16 (or estimated using equation 18 for a dispersion managed system). The
start of this interaction is indicated by the greed vertical lines at the system input. The growth of the nonlinear mixing product is illustrated by the red shaded area, and the noise power grows linearly with distance. The second limiting feature is that each optical amplifier also contributes amplified spontaneous emission, represented by the blue horizontal lines (note only contributions from the first three amplifiers are shown). At the receiver, the signal, noise and nonlinear product fields are simultaneously detected in the coherent receivers.

Of course, once the amplified spontaneous emission is present, it may also interact nonlinearly with the signals. For example, Figure 10c illustrates the process where two signal field components interact with one noise component, with horizontal lines again representing the propagation of each field, vertical lines the initiation of a nonlinear interaction, and the shaded red areas the resulting nonlinear interaction (equations 16 or 18). This figure shows that the noise originating from each amplifier in the link independently interacts with the signal. The interaction between the signals and the noise from each amplifier still grows linearly, however, as a new interaction is added at each amplifier site, the total noise field from this interaction grows approximately quadratically. Of course, different permutations of signal and noise fields are possible, and figure 10d shows the interaction between one signal field and two noise fields. As the number of combinations of interacting noise fields increases with the addition of each amplifier (schematically shown by the number of vertical lines, each triplet corresponding to a different interaction), the power originating from this interaction tends to scale cubically. Nonlinear interactions between three noise field components are also possible, but are not shown in figure 10.

The fundamental assumption here is that all linear fields (signals and noise) present at the input of any and all spans interact via the nonlinearity for the remaining length of the transmission system, and that the nonlinear noise products produced in this way are statistically independent. In order to calculate the total noise power, the nonlinear noise field generated by all possible combinations of signal and noise frequencies are integrated over the signal spectrum, assuming independence of the initial frequency components. A detailed derivation of the integration of equation 16 to give the nonlinear noise power at a particular frequency may be found in [145] for a dispersion managed system (and thus indirectly of equation 18). Note that for notational simplicity the authors express their results in spectral densities as opposed to signal powers. Following this approach for a system with uniformly spaced amplifiers, and setting $P_{nl} = D_{nl} B_{sx}$ and $P_s = N_s D_a B_{sx}$ we find that the nonlinear noise power may be calculated from its spectral density $D_{nl}$ which is in turn determined from that of the signal $B_s$ using:

$$D_{nl} = \xi_0 \Gamma D_s^3 + 3 \xi_1 \Gamma D_s^2 D_a + 3 \xi_2 \Gamma D_s D_a^2 + \xi_3 \Gamma D_a^3$$

(25)

Where the length scaling parameters $\xi_i$ are

$$\xi_p(N_a) = \begin{cases} \frac{p}{p+1} (N_a + p) \xi_p-1, & \text{if } \xi_p \neq 0 \\ \frac{N_a^{p+1}}{p}, & \text{if } \alpha = 0 \end{cases}$$

(26)

And the aggregated nonlinear scaling factor $\Gamma$ is given by:

$$\Gamma = \begin{cases} \delta L_{eff} \ln(\sigma_{nl} L_{eff}), & \alpha > 0 \\ 2 \delta L \ln(\sigma_{nl} N_a L), & \alpha = 0 \end{cases}$$

(27)

and where $L_{eff}$ represents the conventional effective length of the fiber, $c_{nl}=2\pi f/|\beta|^2$ the inverse of the dispersion length of a pulse with spectral width $B_s$, and $\delta=\gamma/[\sigma_0 |\beta|^2]$ a measure of the relative impact of dispersion on nonlinearity. The index $p$ indicates the nonlinear process and is equal to the number of four wave mixing components which are taken from the amplified spontaneous emission noise. Equation 27 could equally be written as (for $\alpha>0$) $\Gamma = \delta L_{eff} \ln(B_s^2/f_s^2)$ where we define $f_s = 2\pi f |\beta_s| L_{eff}$ and represents the bandwidth of the first lobe of the four-wave mixing efficiency characteristic (figure 8). This approach implicitly assumes that the total signal bandwidth exceeds the four-wave mixing efficiency bandwidth ($B_s >> B_0$). The degeneracy factor of 3 in equation 25 arises from the interchangeability of two signal and one noise component in the four wave mixing four wave mixing process [151, 152] (derived from equation 22) whilst the length scaling of equation 26 is found by summing the contributions from all signals and noise sources (each optical amplifier) independently, each possible triplet propagating over any remaining transmission fiber. The different terms in equation 25 represent inter-signal interaction (or four wave mixing), parametric noise amplification [42-44, 153-154], nonlinear phase noise (also known as the Gordon Mollenauer effect [155]), and what we shall term nonlinear noise [142] respectively. Note that this naming convention has not been adopted uniformly in the literature, with the phrases modulation instability and nonlinear phase noise used interchangeably with parametric noise amplification for the second term, with confusion between parametric noise amplification and nonlinear phase noise particular prevalent. For the majority of systems of moderate length and high signal-to-noise
ratio \((D_S \gg D_a)\) these terms are arranged in order of decreasing magnitude and unless the system length is long [156] the second and subsequent terms may be neglected (see Figure 11). Note that strictly, the natural logarithms in equation 27 should be replaced with inverse hyperbolic sin, however it is often convenient to employ the logarithmic form when comparing systems. For a system which is not fully loaded, noise contributions the integrals need to take into account gaps between the signals [157] and approach which agrees with recent experiments [158]. For a totally uniform input spectrum, gain flat amplifiers (and noise) and wavelength independent fiber loss, these noise spectral densities (with the exception of nonlinear noise) are approximately uniform within the signal band, have a transition region with a width in the region of \(B_0\) and are zero elsewhere. Nonlinear noise is generated throughout the amplified spontaneous emission noise bandwidth.

Figure 11: Relative impact of nonlinear interactions involving amplified spontaneous emission, showing normalised inter signal (red), parametrically amplified noise (green), nonlinear phase noise (blue) and nonlinear noise (purple) for a 16dB optical signal to noise ratio after one amplifier.

Consider a dispersion managed system with dispersion compensators located at the amplifier sites, for example, at the mid stage of each amplifier. Assume that the dispersion compensators make no contribution to the nonlinear power spectral density, which is possible if they are filter based, or if the power propagating in a dispersion compensating fiber is sufficiently low. In this case, it can be readily shown that \(\zeta_0\) becomes [145]

\[
\zeta_{0-DM} = \frac{2 e^{-\alpha L} \left[ N_0 \sinh(\alpha L) + e^{-\alpha N_0 L} - 1 \right]}{(e^{-\alpha L} - 1)^2}, \quad \alpha > 0
\]  

Where \(\epsilon\) represents the ratio of the residual chromatic dispersion per span to the dispersion of the transmission fiber. Closed form expressions also exists for the other \(\zeta_{p-DM}\) but are rather cumbersome. Note that equation 26 is in fact the limit of equation 28 as \(\epsilon\) tends to zero, and that it is independent of the parameters of the signal. The resultant enhancement \((\zeta_{p-DM} > 1)\) of the nonlinear noise spectral density increases the nonlinear noise, and so reduces the maximum system performance. The enhancement factor is often referred to as the phase array enhancement since it arises from periodically changing the relative phases of the nonlinearly interacting signals rather than from adding new nonlinear signals within the compensators themselves. Inspired by experimental observations of slightly supra linear growth with distance [154, 159], as an alternative to equation 28, it has been heuristically proposed to simply raise the span length in equation 26 to the power of \((1+\epsilon')\) where \(\epsilon'<<1\). We refer to this approach as the power law approximation.

The enhancement factors resulting from Equation 28 are illustrated in Figure 12 for dispersion managed and unmanaged systems based on standard single mode fiber. This clearly shows a significantly greater enhancement of the nonlinearity for the dispersion managed case. There is also a clear enhancement associated with a shorter amplifier spacing. Both of these observations are consistent with the fundamental evolution of the four-wave mixing products detailed in equations 16 and 18. The fractional power law behavior observed experimentally occurs for short distances, shows good agreement with the exact calculation below around 10 spans. Beyond this level the actual enhancement factor saturates to a constant value, whilst the power law approximation continues to grow, reducing the accuracy of predictions based on this approximation. It is interesting to note that beyond this point not only does the enhancement factor saturate (figure 12), one expects to begin to observe the impact of nonlinear interactions between the signal and noise fields (figure 11). The smooth transition between phased array
enhancement and nonlinear interaction between signal and noise results in a continuation of the super linear growth of nonlinear noise. This extension of the super linear growth region may give the appearance of extending the validity of the heuristic power law approach. In actual fact, for short span lengths the nonlinear noise power grows super linearly due to the phase array effect, whilst at long span lengths it grows super linearly due to the interaction between signal and noise. Simple closed form expressions (equations 25 and 28) for both of these effects have been presented.

Figure 12: Relative impact of the phase array enhancement for links comprising standard single mode fibers with uniform dispersion (red, blue) or dispersion compensated single mode fiber with 95% compensation (orange, purple). Links have either 100, 75 or 50 km amplifier spacing (solid, dashed and dotted respectively) and analytical results are shown for the exact phase array enhancement factor of equation 28 (blue, purple) and for the fractional power law approximation (red, orange). The inset shows a zoom of the same data for the dispersion unmanaged case.

Figure 13: Simulated and predicted performance of lumped system with amplifier noise figure of 6dB and passing 8 channel, 28 Gbaud PM-QPSK Nyquist WDM system over 12 spans of 100km of fiber, either uncompensated standard single mode fiber (16 ps/nm/km, blue), non-zero dispersion shifted fiber (4 ps/nm/km, red) or a dispersion managed system (100 km standard single mode fiber between the amplifiers) with ideal slope compensation located at the mid stage of each amplifier and compensating 95% of the dispersion of each span (green). Filled dots, simulation results with electronic dispersion compensation; open dots, simulation results with nonlinearity compensation of the full bandwidth of the total optical field. Solid lines theoretical predictions without nonlinearity compensation; dashed lines, theoretical predictions with digital back propagation considering only first order signal-noise interaction; dotted lines, theoretical predictions with digital back propagation considering both the first and second order signal-noise interaction.
To verify the accuracy of the calculation of nonlinear noise, the solid lines and filled symbols of figure 13 and 14 show the simulated and predicted (with first and second order nonlinear interactions between signal and noise) nonlinear thresholds (figure 13, at 1200km) and distance evolution (figure 14, at the optimum power found at 1200km) of an eight channel 28 Gbaud PM-QPSK system for three common dispersion maps, uncompensated based on standard fiber, nonzero dispersion shifted fiber, and dispersion managed using slope compensating fiber with a residual dispersion per span of 5% of the standard fiber dispersion. It can be seen from the figure that lower accumulated chromatic dispersion in the link will lead to a degradation in system performance both for the case of receiver signal processing which compensates for nonlinearity [160] and in the case of receiver signal processing which only compensates for linear impairment [126]. Dashed and dotted lines illustrate the performance if the inter-signal nonlinearity is compensated, and will be discussed more fully in section 5.

Figure 14: As figure 13, but as a function of transmission distance with signal power optimized at 1,200km.

Neglecting the impact of nonlinear interaction between signal and noise and of dispersion management, simple expressions may be derived to predict the optimum launch power spectral density and the optimum signal to noise ratio, which are given by [145, 161]

$$D_{\text{opt}} = \frac{3}{2 \Gamma} D_a$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

and

$$\text{snr}_{\text{opt}} = \frac{2}{3 N_a} \frac{1}{\Gamma D_a}$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)

With equation 30 readily rearranged to give a maximum reach. Note that the optimum signal power is predicted to be independent of distance for this ideal system limited only by the linear accumulation of amplified spontaneous emission and nonlinear interactions between different components of the signal, and is typically a few tens of mW/THz. To take into account dispersion management, both equations 29 and 30 should be multiplied by $\sqrt{\frac{N_a}{\xi_0}}$. A closed form expression also exists if all four terms of equation 25 are considered, however, a compact representation is not possible. Note that the assumptions that each frequency component of the signal may be considered an independent random variable inherent in the derivation above break down if the system length is short [162] and for low cardinality modulation formats, such as, binary phase shift keying (BPSK) [163] and quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) [164]. In these circumstances, strong correlations within the first lobe of the four-wave-mixing efficiency curve (equation 18) occur and the generated mixing products become more deterministic and more strongly correlated from symbol to symbol. These features allow for some of the nonlinear impairments to be partially compensated by linear equalizers [165], or by simplified nonlinear compensators which exploit the correlations [166]. In both of these cases, the impact of the nonlinearly generated noise signal is reduced, and so predictions based on equations 24 to 29 are slightly pessimistic.

The noise generated per span varies exponentially with span length for a lumped amplifier system, but linearly with span length for an ideal lossless Raman amplified system, however, the effective length is substantially increased for the Raman system, greatly increasing the impact of nonlinearity. Since the impact of ASE on the optimum snr is greater than that of the nonlinear noise (see equation 29), it is expected that Raman amplified systems will always outperform their lumped amplified counterparts.
Considering the impact of these two features on the optimum signal-to-noise ratio allows one to estimate that the optimum signal to noise ratio of the lossless Raman system should be higher than that of a lumped amplifier system by a factor of

\[
\frac{\text{snr}_\text{Raman}}{\text{snr}_\text{lumped}} = e^{\frac{\sigma^2_{\text{sp}}}{2} \ln \left( \frac{L \sigma_{\text{NL}}}{\alpha R} \right) - \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{NL}}}{\alpha R} \right)}
\]

where \(\sigma_{\text{sp}}\) is the spontaneous emission noise factor for ideal distributed Raman [166].

For a given fiber, the performance gain obtained by switching to Raman amplification is dominated by the system bandwidth (larger bandwidths diminishing the benefit of Raman due to higher nonlinearity) and the amplifier spacing (longer spacing emphasizing the reduced noise of the Raman system). The typical achievable gains are shown in figure 15, below, for system bandwidths ranging from 50 GHz (deep red) to 5 THz (purple), and for amplifier spacing between 33 (dotted) and 100 (solid) km. Clearly the figure shows that the amplifier spacing dominates the difference in performance. This is because, for the ideal distributed Raman system (no variation in signal power), the performance does not vary with the amplifier spacing, however for a system with lumped amplifiers, longer spans have higher loss and degrade the optical signal to noise ratio. This gives an exponential dependence on amplifier spacing, as reflected in the exponential dependence in equation 31 (numerator of the first term). The impact of the total bandwidth on the difference in performance is very much much lower, since this is dominated by the phase matching effects of dispersion, and is reflected in the logarithmic terms of equation 31, where the main difference is the effective lengths of the two systems. For submarine systems, where amplifiers spacing [167] and modulation format [168] are typically optimized to maximize the capacity per unit energy, it has been observed that the gain from including Raman amplification is less than 2dB [169], whilst for terrestrial systems, where amplifier spacing is typically much larger, the gains from the inclusion of Raman amplified spans are much more significant.

Figure 15. Theoretical performance advantage of ideal loss-less Raman amplified system compared to a lumped amplified system for amplifier spacing of 33 (dotted), 66 (dashed) and 100 (solid) km and for total system bandwidths of 50 (deep red), 100 (red), 250 (green), 1000 (blue) and 5000 (purple) GHz with amplifier noise figure of 4.77dB, a Raman noise coefficient of 1.17 and a loss coefficient of 0.2 dB/km.

The approach detailed above, where all noise sources are treated independently, and also independent of the signal has proved accurate for a wide range of deliberate experimental tests [170-172] and independent comparisons between predictions and experiments. However, as shown in equation 28, in certain circumstances, for example where the accumulated dispersion remains low, it is necessary to apply correction factors to account for correlations in the accumulation of nonlinear effects. Whilst this correctly identifies the magnitude of the power transferred between signals, and between signals and noise, it is in exactly these same circumstances where the resultant noise distribution deviates most strongly from additive white Gaussian noise both in terms of shape [173-174] and distribution [175-176]. These variations in distribution of course invalidate the additive white Gaussian noise approximations outlined above, and for systems without nonlinearity compensated may result in the nonlinear penalties being underestimated in some circumstances. Of course, the observed correlations may be exploited within the receiver signal processing [177] which would improve the performance legacy dispersion managed and dispersion shifted fiber systems upgraded with coherent transponders. Such correlations
of course are most keenly felt within the channel bandwidth itself, and if these effects are reversed through an appropriate nonlinear impairment compensation method, such as digital back propagation (DBP), we are left with inter channel effects for more widely spaced signals, where the correlations are much lower, and the interaction between the signal and noise which is closely approximated by the additive white Gaussian noise model, especially since at least one of the interacting fields is a noise field.

4.3 Alternative approaches to model nonlinearity in coherent transmission systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Noise interactions considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finite</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In section 4.2 above, we have calculated the nonlinear impairments by integrating the quasi phase matched four wave mixing efficiency over the signal and noise fields injected into the fibers. This can be classified as a continuous frequency approach with infinite. Examples of classifying models in terms of memory and domain are shown in Table 1. The derivation presented in this paper is valid for a wide range of circumstances, especially those where the signal amplitude and phase varies rapidly in frequency when compared to the four wave mixing efficiency. Such circumstances include OFDM formatted signals, highly dispersed signals and high cordiality modulation formats, where signals resemble noise [145, 163, 189].

Indeed, this approach is sufficiently successful that it has been proposed to replace such signals with spectrally shaped ASE noise in order to stress test system performance [190, 191]. However, in other circumstances, alternative derivations are either more accurate, or simply offer even more tractable derivations and physical understanding. Table 1 therefore lists a selection of alternative models which the reader will find useful in these circumstances.

It is useful to note at this point that if memory is included in a formal calculation of the maximum information spectral density, then performance slightly above the optimum predicted by equations 30 and 32 may be possible using, for example, Satellite [180] or Ripple [136] constellations respectively, provided any additional assumptions are satisfied. In addition accurate channel modelling can be used as a basis for advanced methods of nonlinearity mitigation [192-194].

5. Performance limits with nonlinearity compensation

Section 4.2 shows that there is a clear maximum deliverable signal to noise ratio for multi-channel optical communication systems using conventional system designs. Commercially available products are rapidly approaching this limit, whilst historical trends [3, 4] and industry forecasts [195-196] suggest that demand will continue to grow exponentially. Although it is perhaps unwise to rely solely on a single forecast and historical trends all other indicators confirm the need for continued growth in the volume of traffic transported across the network. The imminence of these volumes exceeding the capability of a single fiber to transport the data over the required routes has led to widespread discussion of a capacity crunch [5]. As we saw in section 3.4, the deleterious impact of nonlinearity may be mitigated by the use of dispersion management and/or soliton transmission. In the case of soliton transmission the performance is then primarily dominated by the interaction of the signal with noise through Gordon Haus jitter [82]. However, this approach is somewhat restrictive in the use of pulse shapes, and until recently multi-amplitude level solitons had not been considered [197]. In principle, the inter signal nonlinearity discussed (first term of equation 25) above is deterministic and thus can be fully compensated as was first described using a concept of inverse nonlinear transmission at the receiver [198] even in the case of solitons. Suitable compensators may be implemented digitally in the transmitter or receiver (digital back propagation (DBP)), ideally calculating the impact of nonlinearity over the full system bandwidth (and probably with a high number of steps per span) [199-202]. For a multi-channel system, it is unlikely that a single receiver would process the system, and so a nonlinear multiple-input-multiple-output signal
processing strategy should be adopted, where each input would be the detected signal of a particular channel. Such receivers have been implemented using optical comb sources [203], and similar gain may be achieved by MIMO signal processing in a comb based transmitter [204-205]. Significant gains are possible for isolated super-channels propagating without neighbors [203-206], but for a fully populated wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) system where compensation over the full system bandwidth is not feasible, the practical limit in the ability of digital signal processing to improve the signal to noise ratio appears to be around 1-2dB [207], although optical phase conjugation (OPC) [208-209] offers the prospect of sufficiently wideband compensation. In an OPC system, the entire system bandwidth is phase conjugated after a certain length of a transmission system. If the signal is then propagated through a link with identical distortions, subject to certain symmetry conditions, linear and nonlinear effects (excluding odd ordered dispersive effects) are reversed. Following early research into the benefits of OPC for direct detection systems e.g. [210-212], which were severely constrained by nonlinearity as shown in section 3.2, the emergence of digital coherent receivers offered sufficiently superior performance to significantly postpone the need to compensate nonlinearity with 40, 100 and 200Gbit/s line systems developed using predominantly linear equalizers.

5.1 Performance limits using digital back propagation

The nonlinear interaction between the signal components of the optical field is, in principle at least, completely deterministic, and is governed by equation 10. If the nonlinear interaction between signals, either using DBP or OPC is substantially or completely compensated, then it is necessary to also consider the interactions between signal and noise shown in equation 25, where the impact of an ideal nonlinearity compensator might be to cancel the inter-signal term with a length scaling factor $\zeta_0$. The intrinsically stochastic nature of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise coupled with uncertainty over the point in the link where it is generated makes it hard to fully compensate for the nonlinear interaction between signals and ASE noise generated along the system, although it should be possible to compensate for effects involving ASE from the first amplifier. In practice, one span will have its parametric noise amplification compensated, however other links will be either under or over compensated leaving residual or inducing virtual noise amplification respectively. This is shown in figure 16, which shows the evolution of the parametric noise amplification contributions from each amplifier, assuming that the receiver is set to compensate exactly for the inter-signal nonlinearity in the receiver. All of the parametrically amplified noise from the first amplifier compensated, unfortunately, the noise from the last amplifier undergoes an effective nonlinear interaction within the nonlinear compensator, and grows. The net effect is almost no change in the total parametrically amplified noise ($N_{a}$ is replaced by $N_{a}-1$ in equation 26).

![Figure 16: Evolution of parametrically amplified noise in a 9 span system with digital back propagation. Showing input signal fields (green horizontal lines) and noise fields from each amplifier (blue horizontal lines), the start of interactions between them (vertical arrows), the nonlinearly generated signals in the optical fiber (red shaded triangles), and the signal resultant signal levels following digital signal processing in the receiver (green).](image)

A pure ideal DBP system is thus likely to be dominated by parametric noise amplification (second term of equation 25) and assuming that $\zeta_0 = 0$, and that the impact of the higher order terms is negligible, it is straightforward to show that the optimum signal to noise ratio becomes [213-214]

$$s_{n_{r}}^{\text{DBP}} \cong \frac{3}{2^{2/3}} \sqrt{\frac{N_{a}}{N_{a}-1}} s_{n_{r}}^{\text{opt}}$$

(32)
Or expressed in decibels, the optimum signal-to-noise ratio after DBP will be at most 50% higher (in dB) than the optimum signal to noise ratio prior to compensation. The inclusion of higher order terms impacts the numerical factor. This simple expression readily indicates the maximum performance gain that may be obtained by DBP, and in particular, since the signal-to-noise ratio only increases (in dB) by approximately 50%, one can readily conclude that the system throughput, which depends logarithmically on the SNR may also increase by at most 50%. It indicates clearly that DBP has significantly higher potential impact for higher order modulation formats [215], and has served as an effective upper bound on the experimentally observed performance gains. The dashed lines in Figures 13 and 14 show the limit imposed by parametric noise amplification in close, but not exact, agreement with numerical simulations. Of course, it is not necessary to perform all nonlinearity compensation in the receiver, which in fact induces the maximum amount of virtually generated parametric noise amplification. That is, since receiver based nonlinearity compensation needs to compensate for the inter-signal nonlinearity over the full system length, it also compensates for parametric noise amplification over the full system length. For parametric noise amplification, the compensation is only strictly ideal for the noise injected by the transmitter amplifier, and the parametric noise amplification of amplified spontaneous emission noise from all in-line amplifiers is over compensated [153]. This is shown by the green shapes in Figure 16, where we can see that the optimum reduction in parametrically amplified noise from receiver based digital signal processing occurs if only half of the system length is back propagated. In order to fully compensate inter signal effects, the remaining system length should be pre-compensated for in the transmitter. Indeed, analytical predictions and numerical simulations have shown that splitting the compensation 50:50 between the transmitter and receiver is optimum, further increasing the maximum possible SNR by up to 1.5dB [187, 216]. As was the case for direct detection systems, parametric noise amplification sets a hard limit on the potential performance improvement of any nonlinearity compensation system, and to extend performance beyond the limit suggested by equation 32 requires it to be taken into account in the design of the compensator.

The benefit of nonlinearity compensation is inevitably accompanied by a significant increase in the signal power of up to $\sqrt{2} \text{SNR}_{0}$ (slightly higher with split compensation). Earlier predictions of nonlinear transmission performance (see section 32) were often expressed in terms of the total nonlinear phase shift experienced by the signal, with a "rule of thumb" phase shift of more than $\pi$ being a warning of a significant uncorrectable impact from nonlinearity. For a coherent transmission system with nonlinearity compensation, the optimum signal power corresponds to achieving a total nonlinear phase shift of around $\sqrt{2} N_a/\beta$ radians. This clearly scales with system length and may readily exceed a phase shift of $\pi$, and the nonlinear distortions should no longer be considered to be a small perturbation. Indeed, at the elevated launch powers enabled by compensation of the nonlinear effects, signal depletion and the generation of higher order mixing products, neglected in the derivation of equation 25, will be significant during transmission. If the nonlinearity compensation has sufficient amplitude resolution, a sufficiently high sampling rate, a sufficiently short step size, and covers more than the total system bandwidth to capture any nonlinear products falling outside the signal bandwidth, then any of the additional higher order nonlinear effects which are only dependent on the signal will also be effectively compensated. Unfortunately, as discussed above, nonlinear interactions involving the amplified spontaneous emission noise from multiple optical amplifiers may not be (fully) compensated, and it is necessary to include higher order mixing products involving this noise field. In particular, as the signal power increases parametric noise amplification products entering the second and subsequent spans may have higher power than the linear ASE noise injected at the beginning of the span. The growth of this higher order parametric noise amplification is illustrated in Figure 17, where the parametrically amplified noise at the input to each span (after the 1st span) is itself parametrically amplified by the signal.
To account for this additional noise term, an additional term $D_H$ is added to equation 25 representing the higher order parametric noise amplification for both lumped (contributions from each noise source added) and distributed (contributions integrated over the fiber length) systems 152, 213:

$$D_H = \zeta_{1H} D_s^2 D_a$$ (28 33)

where

$$\zeta_{1H} = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{6} (N_a + 1) N_a (N_a - 1) r^2 D_s^2, & \alpha > 0 \\ \left(\delta N_a L D_s\right)^2 \ln \left(\sigma_{NL} N_a L e^{5/6}\right), & \alpha = 0 \end{cases}$$ (29 34)

In the remainder of this section we will assume that signal-signal interactions are fully compensated to formulate the limits due to signal-noise interaction effects for a system without memory. Setting $\zeta_0 = 0$ in equations (25) and (34) allows the optimum signal-to-noise ratio to be calculated taking into account nonlinear noise, nonlinear phase noise, parametrically amplified noise and higher order parametric noise amplification.

Figures 18 and 19 directly illustrate the importance of considering the second order parametric noise amplification in nonlinearity compensated systems. Fig. 18 shows the variation in nonlinear noise for a lumped system with/without digital back propagation receiver observed using numerical simulation of equation 10 using the split step Fourier method (VPTTransmissionMaker 9.5), whilst Fig. 19 shows the noise evolution in ideal Raman system that uses DBP or no nonlinearity compensation. In both cases employing DBP the noise observed in the numerical simulations is under-estimated by analytical theory which neglects second order contributions. By neglecting nonlinear phase noise and nonlinear noise, it can readily be shown that the omission of higher order parametric noise amplification leads to an over estimate of 0.7dB in the optimum signal to noise ratio.
Figure 18: Single channel 28Gbaud PM-QPSK noise evolution in zero PMD fiber systems for a 12 span system using lumped amplifiers with a noise figure of 6dB and 100 km spans of standard single mode fiber. Showing complete theory considering the 1st-order and 2nd-order signal noise products (solid lines), approximate theory considering only the 1st-order signal-noise product (dashed line), and simulation results (dots). Data is shown for a system where the electronic signal processing only compensates for linear impairments (Blue) and where it also compensates for nonlinear effects (red) and data is replotted from [152].

Figure 19: Single channel 28Gbaud PM-QPSK noise evolution in zero PMD fiber systems for a 12 span system assume ideal Raman amplification with total noise power spectral density of $11 \times 10^{-17} \text{W/Hz}$ inserted every 1km in the link, and spans comprising 100 km of standard single mode fiber. Showing complete theory considering the 1st-order and 2nd-order signal noise products (solid lines), approximate theory considering only the 1st-order signal-noise product (dashed line), and simulation results (dots). Data is shown for a system where the electronic signal processing only compensates for linear impairments (Blue) and where it also compensates for nonlinear effects (red) and data is replotted from [152].

We can also see from Fig 19 that the nonlinear noise generated by the Raman system is higher than that of the discrete system, but that consideration of higher order parametric noise amplification still provides a good fit to the numerical simulations. Despite the addition of a term scaling quartically with the signal power in equation 25, the optimum signal-to-noise ratio may still be readily estimated from the maximum value of equation 24 in the following two cases; (1) without nonlinearity compensation where we assume inter-signal nonlinearity to be dominant ($D_{NL} = N_a \Gamma D_S^3$ for a lumped amplifier system), and (2) where we assume ideal nonlinearity compensation including the first two orders of parametric noise amplification ($D_{NL} = (3 N_a(N_a + 1)/2 + (N_a + 1)N_a(N_a - 1) \Gamma D_S^3/6) \Gamma D_S^2 D_a$ for a lumped amplifier system) The improvement in signal-to-noise ratio is given by [213]:

$$s_n r_{DBP} = 0.9 s_n r_{opt}^3$$

(35)

Comparing equations 32 and 35, we observe that they are different only in terms of the scaling factor, with equation 32 over estimating the optimum signal-to-noise ratio by at least 0.7dB, and is only dependent the
number of amplifiers in the link. This achievable performance gain is illustrated by the dotted lines in figures 13 and 14, and the theoretical predictions show excellent agreement with the numerical simulations.

We have detailed above the maximum possible benefit from compensating the nonlinearity at the ends of a transmission link. This assumes potentially impractical ultra-wide bandwidth digital signal processing. Figure 20 illustrates a selection of reported investigations into nonlinearity compensation, including numerical simulations (open symbols) and experimental demonstrations (closed symbols) using a wide variety of compensation techniques. Note, as discussed in section 2, that Q factors are often reported by converting the BER to signal-to-noise ratio assuming QPSK modulation, irrespective of the actual modulation format used. Here we report the optimum performance levels converted to electrical signal to noise ratio. Digital nonlinearity compensation techniques developed to date include direct digital back propagation, essentially solving equation 10 in each receiver [217-223], various simplified forms of back propagation [224-225], various coding schemes where duplicate information is transmitted (see section 5.3), Volterra series estimation [226], pilot tone estimation [227-228] and look-up tables [229]. For details of how to implement such schemes, the reader is directed to these sources, and to recent reviews of electronic nonlinearity compensation [202, 230] and references therein. The numerical values of Figure 20 and the associated references are summarized in Table 2.

### Table 2: Selected experimental demonstrations of digital nonlinearity compensation in high capacity transmission systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Author</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Rate (Tb/s)</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>ΔP (dB)</th>
<th>ΔQ (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tanimura</td>
<td>[217]</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>2160</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mussolin</td>
<td>[218]</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sackey</td>
<td>[219]</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva</td>
<td>[220]</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang</td>
<td>[221]</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maher</td>
<td>[222]</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omiya</td>
<td>[223]</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temprana</td>
<td>[205]</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>2890</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xia</td>
<td>[224]</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maher</td>
<td>[231]</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yankov</td>
<td>[232]</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fontaine</td>
<td>[203]</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 20: Comparison of experimental coherent transmission systems using electronic nonlinearity compensation (symbols) against theoretical maximum improvements (lines), showing increase on optimum launch power (red) and Q²-factor (blue). Dashed blue line shows the experimentally observed trend in performance gain, reducing with increasing modulation order.

Numerical simulations where the full signal bandwidth is processed digitally, reported by a wide variety of groups, show excellent agreement with the analytical predictions presented in this paper. However,
where only part of the simulated signal bandwidth is used for the backpropagation, the performance is significantly reduced, with typical signal-to-noise ratio gains using standard single mode fiber in the region of 1.5 to 2 dB. The reported performance gains are significantly lower than the theoretical predictions, and reduce as the modulation format increases, suggesting that uncompensated nonlinearity has a greater impact on higher order modulation formats. Experimentally restrictions in signal processing bandwidth, vertical resolution, processing complexity and the impact of polarization mode dispersion all variously combine to reduce the benefit of digital back propagation to a few dB.

5.2 Performance limits using optical phase conjugation

The use of phase conjugation to reverse linear [208] and nonlinear [209] distortions is well known, and has many applications outside of telecommunications. Within the communications field, subject to certain constraints, optical phase conjugation (OPC) provides compensation of deterministic linear and nonlinear impairments. Furthermore, as we shall see later, provides some relief against the impact of stochastic impairments [187]. The overall complexity of an OPC based system is greatly reduced through the use of shared optical resources, since only a single pair [233] of OPC devices may process the entire WDM signal. Complexity is further reduced by reducing the signal processing load of digital coherent receivers associated with, for example, chromatic dispersion compensation, enabling simple mixed signal designs originally developed for high capacity short reach systems [234] to be considered for long haul transmission.

A system employing OPC offers full modulation format transparency and is thus fully backwards compatible and future proof. However careful optimization of the design is required to ensure sufficient link symmetry in terms of ensuring that as much of the signal power and dispersion evolution in each segment of the transmission link is matched to that in the compensating segment. Raman amplification, which was shown above to offer superior net performance for a very wide range of transmission systems, is a promising suggestion to provide high levels of symmetry. It has been proposed that a useful quantification of the symmetry for a system with uniform dispersion may be found by normalizing the integral of power difference between the forward propagating signal in the one segment, and a backwards propagating signal in the compensating segment to the integral of the signal power in either segment [235, 236]. This may be generalized to allow for a lumped dispersive element associated with the OPC device itself to give a figure of merit of

\[ \eta_S = \frac{\int_0^{L'} |p(z) - p(L' - x)| \, dz + \int_0^{N_2L/2} |p(z) - p(N_2L/2 + L' - x)| \, dz}{\int_0^{L'} |p(z)| \, dz} \]

where \( p(z) \) represents the evolution of the signal power throughout the system, \( L \) the length of each span and \( L' \) the equivalent length of a dispersive element located at the OPC site. The equivalent length is the length of transmission fiber compensated for by the lumped dispersive element, which could be a dispersion compensating fiber, a chirped fiber grating or an all pass filter.

Figure 21. (a) EDFA based system with (blue to dark red) 400, 100, 50, 25, 12.5, 6, 3 km span lengths as a function of the equivalent length of additional dispersion compensation added at the OPC site. Black line is locus of the peaks (readily calculated analytically). NLC – nonlinear compensation.

Whilst the basic form of equation (36), with \( L'=0 \), was originally proposed for the ideal case of a laboratory environment, with identical spans, such that the integrals need to only be performed over a single span,
The figure of merit may be readily calculated for any configuration, including unequal span lengths, launch powers and even additional spans on one side of the OPC. It has been assumed [237] that the figure of merit is directly equivalent to a reduction in compensation efficiency, such that the compensation efficiency is simply \( 1 - \eta_S \) and thus \( \zeta_0 = N_a \eta_S \) in equation 25.

Figures 21 and 22 illustrate the predicted influence on dispersion power symmetry on the maximum achievable nonlinear compensation efficiency for a mid-span OPC system for lumped (figure 21), backwards pumped Raman and bidirectionally pumped Raman amplified systems (figure 22). The closer the NLC efficiency is to unity, the more complete is the compensation of the inter signal nonlinearities. For conventionally deployed lumped amplification systems (span lengths greater than 50km), the compensation efficiency is less than 50% without a lumped dispersive element collocated with the OPC \( (L'=0) \). This efficiency reduction arises because the accumulated dispersion where the signal powers are highest are effectively offset by one span length of fiber (adjusted for the nonlinear effective length). By including a purely linear dispersion compensating element in line with the OPC, this mismatch between the values of accumulated dispersion as a function of signal power is reduced and the nonlinear compensation efficiency greatly increase, with the impact being substantial where the span length exceeds the nonlinear effective length.

Figure 22. (b) Maximum nonlinear compensation efficiency of a quasi-Lossless Raman amplified OPC system as a function of the equivalent length of additional dispersion compensation added at the OPC site with (dark blue to light green) 400, 200, 100, 50, 25 and 12.5 km span lengths. Dashed lines, backwards (first order) pumped, solid lines bi-directional (equal pump power, first order). NLC - nonlinear compensation.

For a Raman amplified system, the signal gain at the fiber output restores the signal power to its maximum value at the same accumulated dispersion. This immediately increases the compensation efficiency from 20% to over 60% for a 100km span length for both backwards (dashed) and bi-directionally (solid) pumped (first order) systems. Without a dispersive element, the backwards only system consistently gives higher compensation efficiencies than bi-directional pumping since the latter actually increases the effective length of the signal at the input to the fiber, somewhat enhancing the original problem. For both pumping schemes, the addition of an appropriate dispersion compensating element enhanced the performance. The gains are more significant for the bi-directionally pumped system, whilst for the backwards pumped system, it is possible to actually degrade the compensation efficiency by selecting the incorrect value of dispersion. A fully optimized first order bi-directionally pumped Raman amplified system, with 200km spacing between Raman pumps would provide greater compensation efficiency than a 25 km spaced lumped amplification system. Such comparisons strongly suggest that OPC systems should ideally be accompanied by Raman amplification. Indeed, as Raman systems without nonlinearity compensation are typically expected to outperform their lumped counterparts it makes sense to first deploy Raman amplification before considering OPC. Even greater power symmetry is possible if optimized second order Raman pumping is employed [238-239], allowing the prospect of near complete compensation of nonlinear impairments to be considered.
Figure 23: Interacting fields contributing to total nonlinear noise power in a two OPC, nine span system supplemented by digital back propagation, showing input signal fields (green horizontal lines) and noise fields from each amplifier (blue horizontal lines), the start of interactions between them (vertical arrows) and the nonlinearly generated signals (red, orange mustard and yellow shaded triangles). OPC locations identified by vertical purple lines. Each row shows a different interaction, specifically: inter signal interaction (b), parametrically amplified noise (c). Nonlinear phase noise and nonlinear noise is not shown for simplicity. For (c) the total noise is the sum of contributions from all amplifiers and is represented by the maximum height of the shaded region. The figure also shows impact of digital nonlinearity compensation to either compensated or enhance nonlinear products as green triangles. Adapted from [187].

Whilst the concept of complete cancellation of inter signal nonlinearity is straightforward using a mid-link OPC, evolution of parametric noise amplification becomes more complex in a system with one or more OPCs. The generic concepts for inter-signal and parametric noise amplification are illustrated in figure 23. In this example, signals interact from the transmitter and the nonlinear noise grows. After the first OPC this nonlinear noise growth is reversed. Since there is no nonlinear noise after the sixth span (for this configuration), the second OPC has no impact on the nonlinear noise, and in the final segment of three spans, the nonlinear noise grows again. In this example, after coherent detection, digital back propagation is used to compensate the nonlinear effects of these final three spans. The same evolution occurs for the parametric amplification of noise injected by the transmitter amplifier, and this contribution to the total nonlinear noise is also compensated. After a parametrically amplified noise contribution passes through an OPC, the parametric amplification process is reversed, and the net noise gain is reduced. Of course, if there are additional spans between the OPC and the receiver the system is overcompensated, and the parametric noise amplification grows again [187, 240]. With multiple in-line amplifiers, as with all parametric noise amplification processes, it is impossible to determine from which amplifier a particular noise contribution originated from, and some amplifiers will have their parametric noise amplification fully compensated, but others will be under or over compensated. If multiple OPCs are employed (or a combination of OPCs and DSP based nonlinearity compensators) then the growth of parametric noise amplification is limited to the growth experienced between two OPCs (and/or transponders). For the 9 span system shown in figure 23, the use of two OPCs reduces the parametric noise amplification considerably, limiting the maximum parametric noise amplification to that which would be experienced in an isolated 3 span segment and by 4.77dB overall, whilst adding split digital compensation further reduces the impact of parametric noise amplification by 2.7dB. The location of OPCs should of course be optimized to minimize the parametric noise amplification, subject to the constraint that the inter-signal nonlinearity is fully compensated. Previous work looking directly at parametric noise amplification suggested that equally spaced OPCs would give the best performance, splitting any necessary DSP between transmitter and receiver to minimize the residual noise [187]. Earlier work into other manifestations of the nonlinear interaction between signal and noise [88] have suggested that the length of the first and last spans should be varied, especially if receiver signal processing only is taken into
account, where it was found that the optimum placement for a single OPC was at 2/3rd of the total link length, whilst more recent work suggests that the first and last segments in a link should contain half the number of spans as any other segment [241].

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 24:** Performance of an 8 channel 28Gbaud PM-QPSK systems over a 12x100km ideal Raman amplified link with total noise PSD of 11x10^-17W/Hz inserted every 1km. (Solid line) theory considering the 1st-order and 2nd-order signal noise products, (dashed line) theory considering only the 1st-order signal-noise product, (dots) simulation results. Black, without nonlinearity compensation; purple, receiver based DBP; blue, one OPC; green two OPCs; and red, six OPCs. No digital back propagation employed for the OPC cases. Adapted from [152].

Considering the simplest configuration, placing a single OPC in the middle of the transmission path leads to a signal to noise ratio gain of up to $1.27 \sqrt{\text{snr}_0^{3/2}}$, equivalent to a $1.17 \sqrt{\text{snr}_0^{1/3}}$ reach enhancement [187, 213]. Reach enhancements exceeding a factor of 2 are clearly possible for higher order modulation formats (requiring a large baseline snr), suggesting that nonlinearity compensation may outperform using an opto-electronic regenerator. Indeed using highly accurate wideband transmitter side nonlinearity compensation and optical frequency combs reach doubling has been achieved for 16QAM ($\text{snr}_0=10.5\text{dB}$ theoretically allowing 160% reach enhancement) and reach tripling has been achieved for 64QAM ($\text{snr}_0=14.7\text{dB}$ theoretically allowing 260% reach enhancement). These results are clearly in line with the predictions of the nonlinear Shannon limit imposed by parametric noise amplification.

Calculation of the limit when using multiple in-line OPCs in an ideal Raman amplified system is a straightforward matter of summing the net parametric noise amplification [187, 216], resulting in a length scaling factors for first and second order parametric noise amplification of [213]

$$
\xi_1 = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{N_{\text{OPC}}+1} \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{NL}}}{N_{\text{OPC}}+1} \text{Le}^{-1/2} \right) \right)
$$

$$
\xi_1 H = \frac{(\delta \text{Le})^2}{N_{\text{OPC}}+1} \ln \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{NL}}}{N_{\text{OPC}}+1} \text{Le}^{-5/6} \right)
$$

Where $N_{\text{OPC}}$ represents the number of uniformly spaced OPCs. This results in a further improvement in the optimum signal to noise ratio of $\sqrt{1 + N_{\text{OPC}}}$, or a further increase in reach of $\sqrt{1 + N_{\text{OPC}}}$. Note that due to the elevated launch powers at the optimum signal to noise ratio (which can be readily shown to be $P_{\text{OPC}} = P_{\text{opt}}/\sqrt{1 + N_{\text{OPC}}} (\text{snr}_0)$), it is necessary to consider the higher order parametric noise amplification products. The resultant performance benefits are shown in Figure 24, where numerical simulations and the predictions of equations 25 and 37 are compared for the case of ideal Raman amplified transmission systems.

OPC combined with distributed Raman amplification clearly promises significant performance enhancement over systems dominated by inter signal nonlinearities. Whilst there are concerns that each individual device will suffer a high power consumption (often in the region of 1W [237]) this power consumption should be offset against the simultaneous impairment compensation across all WDM channels simultaneously. Considering only the compensation of chromatic dispersion, a beneficial side effect of the nonlinearity compensation offered by OPC, it would be possible to design coherent receivers with greatly simplified equalizer structures. Since chromatic dispersion compensation typically accounts for some 30% of the integrated circuit consumption, and current merchant DSP chips based on 22nm
CMOS technology have typical power consumptions of around 10W [242], for a half loaded WDM system (around 50 33 Gbaud channels) the net transponder energy savings is some 150W per end, readily allowing for the inclusion of a number of OPC devices within the transmission link.

The combination of a net reduction in power consumption with improved signal to noise ratio suggests that there is a compelling case for the use of OPCs. Unfortunately, experimental results fall somewhat below the ideal case. For example, nonlinearity compensation of a total bit rate 2.4Tbit/s using a single dual-band OPC allowed a ~50% increase in reach for 6 simultaneously transmitted 400Gbit/s 16QAM super-channels with an 18% power asymmetry (75 km link length) over standard single mode fiber [158]. Transmission over dispersion shifted and flattened fiber, using Raman amplification and a single OPC enabled a significant 3dB increase in the margin of a 2000 km 4×67.25Gbaud-16QAM WDM system, but still less than the expected performance [243]. Figure 15 summarises coherently detected transmission experiments employing OPCs, and compares the reported system improvements with the theoretical predictions. The best observed results confirm the general trends predicted analytically, viz, increase numbers of OPCs increases the performance gain, and the potential performance gain increases with the order of the modulation format. Both of these are critical features of nonlinearity compensation schemes. The monotonic enhancement with the number of devices ensures that reasonable performance gains (7 reports exceeding 2dB performance gain) may be readily achieved. Similarly, increased performance are especially welcome for higher order modulation formats, which are highly susceptible to impairments of any kind, and which would be enabled by nonlinearity compensation in the first place [160]. However, there is a clear offset from the theoretical performance limits (solid lines in figure 25), and the signal-to-noise ratio performance is often more than 3.5dB away from the theoretical predictions (dashed line). There are various reasons for this, including OSNR degradation for the inclusion of the OPC [eg 244], symmetry effects as described above, finite bandwidth and polarization mode dispersion [245]. Numerical quantities and references for Figure 15 may be found in Table 3.

Table 3: Experimental demonstrations of coherent transmission aided by Optical Phase Conjugation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Author</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>No OPC</th>
<th>Rate (Tb/s)</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>ΔP (dB) Expt (theory)</th>
<th>ΔQ (dB) Expt (theory)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jansen⁵</td>
<td>[246]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>7,100</td>
<td>(6.5)</td>
<td>1.5 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelusi</td>
<td>[247]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>1.8 (5.2*)</td>
<td>2.7 (4.7*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morshed</td>
<td>[248]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>4.5 (11)</td>
<td>2.0 (10.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>4.7 (7.7)</td>
<td>2.7 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelusi</td>
<td>[249]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>3 (40*)</td>
<td>1 (3.5*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solis-Trapala</td>
<td>[250]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>8 (14.3*)</td>
<td>5.3 (13.9*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>[237]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5 (5.5)</td>
<td>1.5 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu</td>
<td>[244]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>5 (10.8*)</td>
<td>1 (9.2*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vokovic</td>
<td>[251]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>3 (9.7)</td>
<td>2.9 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sackey</td>
<td>[219]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1 (8.4)</td>
<td>9.7 (9.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoshida</td>
<td>[252]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2 (10.1)</td>
<td>5 (9.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solis-Trapala</td>
<td>[241]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>4 (10.6)</td>
<td>5 (10.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis</td>
<td>[158]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>3 (6.4)</td>
<td>1.9 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namiki</td>
<td>[253]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umeki</td>
<td>[254]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>3,840</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁵ Differential detection. * Theoretical limit adjusted for number of in-line OPCs
5.3 Performance limits using parallel data transmission

Simulations have shown DBP to be a useful technique resulting in transmission performance limited by interactions between signal and noise [216] or by polarization mode dispersion [151]. However, its implementation is complex, multiplying the digital equalizer complexity by several factors, even when simplified structures are employed [225]. This complexity increases rapidly if compensation over multiple wavelength channels is performed. It has been recently proposed to polarization multiplex two signals combined with each other's phase conjugated copies over the same transmission line [255] for the purpose of toleration to polarization dependent loss. This so called Polarization Time Coding was shown through numerical simulations to be resistant to the nonlinear effect of polarization scattering. Recently this concept has been generalized and experimentally demonstrated using a single data channel and its conjugate copy. The copy may be multiplexed in any available dimension, including polarization [256-257], wavelength channel [258], time [259] and subcarrier frequency [227]. Ideally the signal and its conjugate copy would experience identical (or deterministically scaled) nonlinear impairments, and would accumulate statistically independent ASE noise. At the receiver, the two signals are conjugated a linearly combined to recover the original signal(s). In the case of Phase Conjugate Twin Waves, since ASE noise is uncorrelated but the two copies of the signal are correlated the signal to noise ratio is increased by 3dB (this principle applies to an arbitrary number of copies). The anti-correlated nonlinear effects add destructively and the deterministic nonlinear impairments are in principle fully cancelled. Ideally, this results in an improved signal to noise ratio of \(18 \text{snr}^{3/2}\), where \(\text{snr}\) is the signal to noise ratio of one uncompensated copy, or an improvement of 2.5 dB plus 50% of the original \(\text{snr}\) in dB [161], enabling significant increases in reach. Note that 3dB of this improvement arises from sending an additional copy. This additional copy clearly also occupies the same amount of bandwidth as the original signal, and so the combination of signal and copy occupy twice the bandwidth as the signal alone. Consequently, despite the attractively simple signal processing (a few additions and phase inversions) little net enhancement in total system throughput is achieved from this approach.

The range of systems where transmission of an additional conjugate copy enhances performance may clearly be improved by reducing the additional bandwidth required. This may be achieved by only transmitting one conjugate for every \(n\)th data signal and, provided the nonlinear impairments are sufficiently identical as is the case for adjacent channels in an OFDM system, estimate the nonlinear impairment on other channels [227]. Clearly the nonlinear mitigation is somewhat less than conjugating every signal, but due to the reduced excess bandwidth net performance gains in the region of 1.5dB have been observed. A more straightforward approach is the multiplexed conjugate coding of pairs of signals [260] fully generalizing the 2x2 MIMO approach of [256], and has recently been called phase conjugate coding. This approach maintains the full nonlinearity mitigation benefit, but losses the signal to noise ratio benefit of coherent superposition available when only one signal and its conjugate are used. In this case the maximum potential signal-to-noise ratio gain is simply \(0.9\text{snr}^{3/2}\), and benefits are observed for all uncompensated signal-to-noise ratios. Clearly, the benefits of both of these techniques are not restricted

Figure 25: Comparison of experimental coherent transmission systems using optical phase conjugation (symbols) against theoretical maximum improvements (lines), showing increase in optimum launch power (red) and Q²-factor (blue) for systems with one (filled) or many (open) OPCs. Dashed blue line is a guide to the eye for the achieved gains in Q² and indicates that performance is approximately 4 dB lower than the theoretical prediction.
to the transmission of a single additional copy. In the general case of multiple copies \( N_c \) and assuming ideal compensation of correlated inter-signal nonlinear effects and inserting the optimum signal-to-noise ratio into the Shannon-Hartley theorem gives the maximum rate at which information could be transmitted as

\[
\frac{C}{B} = \frac{2N_M}{N_c} \begin{cases} 
\log_2(1 + \text{snr}_0), & \text{no NLC} \\
\log_2\left(1 + 0.9 \frac{N_c}{N_M} \text{snr}_0^3\right), & \text{with NLC}
\end{cases}
\]  
(39)

Where \( N_M \) represents the level of multiplexing (1 for phase conjugate twin waves, and 2 for conjugate coding) \( \text{snr}_0 \) represents the signal to noise ratio of a single copy of the signal without any form of nonlinearity compensation. The potential to improve the overall system performance of phase conjugate twin waves, and the generalization to multiple identical copies coherently added to the receiver, is shown in figure 26 (solid lines). When the impact of higher order parametric noise amplification is taken into account, there is little net improvement in the overall information spectral density, except for the lowest signal to noise ratio region. Polarization time coding or phase conjugate coding provides compensation of the nonlinearity without the need to sacrifice bandwidth. The advantage of coding signals across the full bandwidth is clearly shown by the blue dashed curve in figure 26, where despite not improving the \( \text{snr} \) enhanced performance compared to phase conjugate twin waves is always observed.

Figure 26: Comparison of maximum potential information spectral densities for transmission without nonlinearity compensation (black), transmission of two (blue), three (green) and four (red) identical copies (Two copies corresponding to phase conjugate twin waves), phase conjugate coding across two copies (blue dashed) and a dual wavelength phase sensitive amplifier link (blue dotted).

The phase conjugate twin wave scheme may be implemented in the optical domain by the use of four wave mixing devices to generate appropriate conjugate copies (usually in the wavelength domain) [261], simultaneously generating all of the required conjugate copies in a single device. At the receiver, a phase sensitive amplifier may be used to combine the original signal and the idler (the signals conjugate copy) through the inherent coherent addition associated with phase sensitive amplifiers [262]. Whilst such schemes do introduce their own complexities, such as pump phase locking [263] and strict requirements for dispersion management, in addition to the benefit of nonlinearity compensation, this scheme also benefits from the reduced noise figure of a phase sensitive amplifier. In the noise dominated region, this increases the resultant signal-to-noise ratio by 3dB, whilst providing a valuable 1.5dB enhancement to the optimum signal to noise ratio albeit retaining the factor of two reduction in net available bandwidth. This is shown by the blue dotted curve in Figure 26, with the combination of improved \( \text{snr} \) and reduced nonlinear impairments result in potential increases in information spectral densities for systems were the original uncompensated signal to noise ratio (using 3dB noise figure amplifiers) exceeds 3dB. Furthermore, the analysis presented here assumes that a phase sensitive link only compensates for inter-signal nonlinearities (devices only inserted at the transmitter and receiver), however if PSAs are distributed throughout the transmission link, a reduction in the nonlinear impairments due to the interaction between signal and noise would also be expected, further enhancing the performance. This
reduction in noise induced nonlinearity was be discussed in the context of optically phase conjugated links in section 5.2, and is expected to remain valid for a PSA link.

5.4 The performance impact of imperfect compensation

The theoretical discussions above assume perfect compensation, with arbitrary precision calculations and full knowledge of all system parameters. However, in practice, there are many features which disrupt the accuracy of nonlinearity cancellation, including practical component limitations, such as digital, optical or electrical signal processing bandwidth, digital resolution, and algorithm complexity to name a few of those where a tradeoff between cost and performance is possible to envision. Figure 27 generically shows the impact of finite nonlinear compensation efficiency on the maximum performance of a link. High compensation efficiency, typically exceeding 95%, is required before the impact of the other terms in equations 25 and 33 have any significant impact. Below this value the compensated maximum signal to noise ratio is given, approximately, by \( \text{snr}_\eta = \text{snr}_0 \eta^{-1/3} \), where \( \eta \) is the normalized residual nonlinearity. Above 95% compensation efficiency it becomes necessary to include the impact of parametric noise amplification to accurately predict the performance and above 97.5%, higher order terms. Importantly, for systems of finite compensation efficiency the simple inverse cubic relationship to predict the performance gain is perfectly valid.

![Figure 27. Theoretical nonlinear threshold characteristic for a 64 span system as a function of nonlinearity compensation efficiency considering residual inter-signal nonlinearity and first (dashed) and both first and second order (solid) parametric noise amplification.](image)

Many factors impacting compensation efficiency are within the control of the system designer, and even power and dispersion symmetry can be predicted and either tracked in DSP, or for OPC systems controlled as described above [235]. However statistical polarization evolution experienced using a real transmission link will result in an unforeseeable asymmetry. This will limit the effectiveness of non-linear compensation possible [151] and has been reported as a significant restriction for the effectiveness of digital back propagation which is also constrained by the available signal processing bandwidth [206]. In essence, physical back propagation using OPC, and conventional DBP both assume that the relative polarization orientations of the different channels remain constant, and attempt to reverse the effects without adjustment of the polarization. Full statistical treatment of the restrictions placed on the effectiveness of a nonlinear compensator is complex, and a simple heuristic was proposed, based on the concept of a Lyot filter [161]. Here it was assumed that only that portion of the signal which would pass a pair of polarizers, one at the transmitter and one at the receiver (of OPC) could possibly contribute to the nonlinear compensation. This simple approximation is useful for estimating when polarization mode dispersion will become a limiting feature, but in practice predictions based in its application to the nonlinear signal to noise ratio are only accurate to within about 1.5 dB and the full statistical treatment should be taken into account [245]. Fortunately, just as the linear impairments from polarization mode dispersion may be taken into account within the equalizer, so the degradation of nonlinearity compensation may be accounted for in the design of the compensator. In the case of digital back propagation it is, theoretically at least, possible to add a periodic polarization rotation stage to the back propagation algorithm. Conceptually it is readily argued that a polarization adjustment should ideally be applied at around half the polarization walk off length, with an increased frequency increasing the accuracy at the expense of complexity. For practical purposes,
the ratio of polarization rotations to nonlinear steps should be a rational number, and whilst initial progress has been made by making this ratio an integer [264] or even unity [265] further optimization is required. In the case of OPC based links, it may be argued that provided the OPCs are spaced at less than half of the polarization walk off length, each adjacent segment between OPCs will have approximately identical polarization distributions for the channels, enabling effective nonlinearity compensation since the degree of random polarization rotation experienced by the signals before they are compensated is significantly reduced [245]. This assumption has been tested numerically using VPI TransmissionMaker 9.5 and Matlab. Five Nyquist shaped PM-QPSK channels were transmitted over thirty two 80km spans of ideally Raman amplified fiber, to give a total transmission distance of over 2,560 km for various values of PMD. Typical results are shown in Figure 28.

For this system, even modest levels of PMD, corresponding to state-of-the-art span fiber, with PMD levels of 0.04 ps/√km have an observable impact. The performance gain is halved for 0.1 ps/√km PMD, and almost destroyed completely if PMD levels rise to 0.5 ps/√km. Inclusion of 15 OPCs significantly improves the performance without PMD by the expected factor of 6dB, but more importantly in the presence of PMD the number of OPCs also increases the performance markedly.

Solid lines in figure 28 show analytical fits including higher order parametric noise amplification, a 2.2dB transmitter impairment, and a compensation efficiency parameter determined by the mean PMD. Adapting [151] to calculate independently the nonlinear noise from each inter OPC segment gives an efficiency parameter for uniformly spaced OPCs of:

$$
\eta_{\text{PMD}} = \sum_{s=1}^{N_{\text{OPC}}} \frac{3 \left( \text{Ei}(\pi |x|) - \text{Ei}(-3\pi |x|^2/\sigma_{NL}^2) \right) + \text{Ei}(-7\pi |x|^2/\sigma_{NL}^2)}{4N_{\text{w}} L \log \sigma_{NL}/a^4} \quad (40)
$$

where

$$
\xi = s B_w^2 \frac{\pi^3 L \sigma_{MD}^2}{64} \quad (41)
$$

and where $\sigma_{\text{PMD}}$ is the PMD parameter $\alpha$ represents the inverse of effective span length which equals to $\alpha$ in case of lumped systems and equals to $1/(NL)$ in case of ideal Raman systems, $\text{Ei}(\cdot)$ is the exponential integral $N_{\text{OPC}}$ is the number of OPCs and $s$ is dummy variable equivalent to the span number within a given inter OPC segment. Good agreement is observed for all but the PMD free fiber, where the optimum performance is somewhat degraded. We believe that this is due to the imperfections in the DSP used in this simulation.

As shown in equation 27, the inter-signal nonlinear noise scales logarithmically with the signal bandwidth. The scaling factor may be expressed as $ln(B/f_w)$ where $f_w = 2 \pi f_0^2 |\beta_2| L_{\text{eff}}$ and where $L_{\text{eff}}$ represents the conventional effective length of a single span for a lumped system or the total length for an ideal lossless Raman amplified system. The majority of the nonlinear terms fall within the system bandwidth $B$, although a slight broadening of the order of $f_w$ may be expected. For standard single mode fiber, $f_w$ is of the order of 10 GHz. If the compensated bandwidth $B_{\text{ch}}$ is large compared to $f_w$ and small compared to the overall WDM bandwidth $B$, which would be the case for super-channel propagation in a fully populated system, then we may split the nonlinear noise into terms falling within the signal processing bandwidth, and this falling outside this bandwidth. For most practical systems employing only digital nonlinearity compensators, the overall system bandwidth, all of which contributes something to the nonlinear noise, will greatly exceed the receiver bandwidth even if super-channel receivers (or
frequency locked [266] and/or phase coherent transmitters [267] are used. Furthermore, given that signal processing gains are finite, significant effort has been devoted to developing simplified nonlinearity compensators, based on digital filtering [225, 268], long and/or logarithmic step sizes [269], dominance of cross phase modulation, polarization and/or phase noise [207], Volterra series analysis [226], neural networks [270] among others. In all cases, the compensator makes a reasonable approximation, but in doing so neglects some of the impact of nonlinearity. In many cases, the impact of the approximation is directly calculable. We consider first the signal bandwidth.

Considering inter-signal nonlinearities, and the first two orders of parametric noise amplification, the nonlinear noise summed over these two regions for a lumped amplifier system is then [189, 152]:

$$D_{NL} = N_a(\Gamma - \Gamma_{ch}) D_3^3 + 3 \left( \frac{N_a(N_a+1)}{2} \Gamma - N_a \Gamma_{ch} \right) D_3^2 D_a$$

where the first term represents the impact of uncompensated inter-signal nonlinearity, the second term parametric noise amplification arising from signals within the compensator bandwidth (assuming split processing between transmitter and receiver) and the final term a first order estimation of the impact of the second order parametric noise amplification from the remainder of the signals. \(\Gamma_{ch}\) represents the nonlinear scaling factor evaluated over the signal processing bandwidth. It is straightforward to show that, provided the signal processing bandwidth greatly exceeds \(f_n\) the residual inter-signal nonlinearity scales as:

$$\langle \Gamma - \Gamma_{ch} \rangle = \begin{cases} \delta L_{\text{eff}} \ln \left( \frac{B_s}{B_{ch}} \right), & \alpha > 0 \\ \delta 2L \ln \left( \frac{B_s}{B_{ch}} \right), & \alpha = 0 \end{cases}$$

Normalizing the residual scaling factor to the scaling factor without nonlinearity compensation gives a normalized residual nonlinearity factor \(\eta_{DBP} = (\Gamma - \Gamma_{ch})/\Gamma\).

Figures 29 and 30 shows the performance of four systems, each of 25 lumped amplified spans, with uncompensated signal to noise ratios ranging between 10 (purple) and 20 dB (red), and are plotted in terms of the absolute signal to noise ratio gain (figure 29), the relative improvement (the signal-to-noise ratio in decibels divided by the original signal to noise ratio in decibels) (figure 30) as functions of the residual nonlinearity factor (top row) and the aggregate DSP bandwidth (bottom row). In the limit of low compensation efficiency \(\eta_{DBP} \sim 1, B_{ch} \ll B_s\) the absolute performance gain is relatively small reaching a few dBs only for large optical super-channels. Furthermore, as can be seen from Figure 29, the absolute gains in this region are almost independent of the system configuration, and are well approximated by the cube root of \(\eta_{DBP}\). However, figure 30 shows that the improvement relative to the original snr is however strongly dependent on the system configuration for low compensation efficiency. On the other hand, in the limit of almost perfect compensation efficiency \(\eta_{DBP} \ll 1, B_{ch} \sim B_s\), the relative improvement converges to the theoretical limit of around 50% of the initial signal-to-noise ratio in decibels (converging curves in figure 30), whereas the absolute gain (diverging curves in figure 29) is strongly dependent on the system configuration. However, to achieve this limit, signal processing bandwidths exceeding 99% of the signal bandwidth are required, along with accurate estimation of fiber parameters, including the polarization evolution. To achieve such high signal processing bandwidths, either very large super-channels are required \((B_{ch} \sim B_s)\) or a large number of independent channels should be jointly processed in some other way. It is unlikely that this later regime will be achieved over the full bandwidth allocated to communications without some form of optical signal processing, such as optical phase conjugation or phase sensitive amplification.
Figure 29: Analytically predicted maximum performance gain for a selection of 25 span transmission systems, each with a total bandwidth of 5THz and uncompensated signal to noise ratios of 20 (red), 17 (green), 13 (blue) and 10 (purple) dB showing the performance versus compensation efficiency (top row) and digital signal processing bandwidth (bottom row) in terms of absolute performance gain (left) and the performance gain normalised to the original signal to noise ratio. Concept adapted from [187].

For a system employing ideal OPC, such high bandwidth performance is possible [254] and although care should be taken to ensure path and polarization matching if diverse schemes are used for either polarization or waveband diversity, the full anticipated performance gain should be possible. In hybrid systems, where DSP is used to further suppress parametric noise amplification or to account for penalties from symmetry, a bandwidth dependence will be present from the parametric noise amplification terms, however this is a much more modest variability than with DSP alone, where the finite bandwidth impacts on the stronger inter-signal nonlinearity. Similar arguments apply to transmit side and split DSP, where some slight mitigation of parametric noise amplification may be observed.
Figure 30: Analytically predicted maximum performance gain for a selection of 25 span transmission systems, each with a total bandwidth of 5THz and uncompensated signal to noise ratios of 20 (red), 17 (green), 13 (blue) and 10 (purple) dB showing the performance versus compensation efficiency (top row) and digital signal processing bandwidth (bottom row) in terms of absolute performance gain (left) and the performance gain normalised to the original signal to noise ratio.

For numerical simulations and laboratory demonstrations, uniform fiber lengths are often assumed. This gives rise to the opportunity to maximize the symmetry for OPC (see Equation 36), and the fully determine the nonlinear effects for DSP based nonlinearity compensators. However, with the possible exception of long haul submarine systems, practical communication networks do not enjoy such high levels of uniformity. Where the amplifier spacing is variable, the resonantly enhanced (quasi phase matched) peaks associated with four-wave mixing with uniformly spaced fibers are effectively washed out, and the contribution to the total nonlinear noise of each span are simply added as independent random variables. Considering inter-signal nonlinearity only for simplicity, the inter-signal contribution to the nonlinear noise becomes

\[
D_{NL} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} \Gamma_i D_{si}^3
\]

with the nonlinear scaling parameter \( \Gamma_i \) varying in principle from span to span and determined by the fiber parameters of the \( j \)th span at the noise accumulated including any amplified spontaneous emission noise generated during of immediately after the fiber transmission. The signal power spectral density \( D_{si} \) may take a constant value for each span, however it is straightforward to show that the total nonlinear noise density is most readily minimized by optimizing the launch conditions on a span-by-span basis, and optimization strategy also known as Local Optimization for Global Optimization [271-272]. Adaptive digital signal processing is then required in order to track the fiber parameters and launch power spectral densities of each span, with knowledge of approximate fiber designations and lengths allowing equation 45 to be used to provide initial estimates of the necessary parameters.

For OPC the widespread conception is that such non-uniformity would destroy the compensation. However, this is not strictly the case [230, 273-274]. Whilst it is likely that non-uniform spans would prevent an OPC system reaching the limit imposed by parametric noise amplification, achievement of a
few dB gain over all channel simultaneously remains a reasonable option. Full analysis of the four-wave mixing process reveals the impact of differences in dispersion in such circumstances to be tolerable, whilst numerical simulations have revealed the modest impact of non-central OPC placement and that much of this impact may be recovered using DSP. Recent experimental investigations over field installed fiber [247, 252] have also suggested that the impact of asymmetry may also be addressed through appropriate dispersion management, in analogy to dispersion compensated spectral inversion. Further development in the understanding of imperfect systems is also likely to result in additional proposals to mitigate their impact.

Finally, for all nonlinear compensation strategies, the compensator itself may add additional signal degradations. For electronic signal processing, finite effective number of bits, component frequency responses and linearity, step size, and sampling rate may all contribute to degradations of signal quality, whilst for OPC based systems, the trade-off between additional inter-signal nonlinearity and finite conversion efficiency may lead to some additional degradation. All of these issues have impacted experimental measurements (see tables 2 and 3) but in principle may be eliminated following sufficiently concerted engineering effort.

6. Nonlinear scattering effects.

The majority of recent attention in understanding the performance limits of optical fiber communication systems has focused on the Kerr nonlinearity (see sections 3.2 and 4.2 above). In addition to this nonlinearity based on an interaction between the optical field and bound electrons within the medium, there are also interactions between the optical field and vibrational modes (phonons) of the medium. These are typically split into longitudinally propagating acoustic phonons (the Brillouin effect), transversely propagating optical phonons (the acousto-optic effect) and optical phonons (forward and backwards Raman Effect) [275].

Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) acted as an effective limit on the maximum signal launch power for non-return-to-zero amplitude modulated systems where half the power resided in the carrier [276, 277]. SBS threshold per channel was found to be independent of the number of channels, owing to the narrow gain bandwidth [278]. Suppression of SBS was an important feature of amplified transmission systems using NRZ modulation, and was achieved by intentionally or implicitly including a time varying modulation of the phase angle of the light waves [279]. A more direct approach is to adopt frequency [280-283], phase [277, 281, 282] or duobinary [283] modulation, where the power is spread more uniformly across the signal bandwidth, without a strong carrier component. In effect, the signal power is spread over a bandwidth much greater than the SBS linewidth, leading to a significant increase in the threshold. A typical SBS threshold is around +7dB of continuous wave power, and a typical gain bandwidth, 10 MHz. Research on suppressing SBS [277-283] suggests that penalties begin to accumulate when the signal power spectral density exceeds 500mW/GHz. This comfortably exceeds, by several orders of magnitude, the predicted optimum signal power spectral densities for systems without nonlinearity compensation of around 100 µW/GHz. Systems employing optical phase conjugation to compensate for nonlinearity suggest that the signal launch power may be increased by between 10 and 20 dB (Figure 20), given the constraints of transmitter signal to noise ratio [284]. The resultant power level would still remain a little below the SBS threshold, but would potentially be sufficiently close to cause difficulties if modulator biases were allowed to drift, resulting in finite continuous wave components.

The closely related acousto-optic effect, or guided acoustic wave Brillouin scattering (GAWBS) causes a long range interaction, and is responsible for phase and arrival time changes in optical pulse sequences [84, 285]. Whilst the impact of the acousto-optic effect is increased for higher bit rate (shorter pulse) systems, suggesting that it may be significant for broadband signals (see section 3.2), in fact it scales very gently with the number of channels and that "wavelength division multiplexing ... does not increase considerably the bit error rate due to electrostrictional interaction" [84].

The Raman Effect [286] also comes in two flavors, in this case forwards and backwards effects. The forwards effect is responsible for nonlinear effects such as the soliton self-frequency shift [83] and contributes to optical rogue wave generation [287, 288], whilst both forwards and backwards effect are responsible for power transfer between channels, acting as an additional loss mechanism for short wavelength signals, along with pump mediated crosstalk for systems employing Raman amplification [286, 289-290]. In detail, the Raman gain profile $g_R$ is quite complex, but is often analyzed with a simple triangular profile $g_R(\Delta f) = g_{Rmax} \Delta f / \Delta f_{max}$ where $g_{Rmax}$ is the maximum gain at a detuning of $\Delta f_{max}$ and the detuning between two specific signals is $\Delta f$ [290-291]. Denoting the signal power spectral density of the $p$ frequency component of a WDM signal with a total bandwidth of $B_0$ as $PSD_0$ the mean power spectral density evolution is given approximately by [292-293];
\[
\frac{\partial D_{S(i)}}{\partial z} = -\alpha D_{S(i)} + \sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^{B_{S}} B_{ch}(j-i) D_{S(j)} D_{S(i)}
\]

(45)

Which has been extensively used to predict the performance of multi-pump Raman amplifier systems. Figure 31 illustrates the impact of equation 45 on the output signal power spectral density for a 100km span with an input power spectral density of 0.5mW per 33 GHz (15 \(10^{-14}\) W/Hz), close to the optimum power given by the trade-off between amplified spontaneous emission noise and the interaction between signals mediated by the Kerr effect. In the absence of nonlinearity compensation, gain tilts of approximately \(\pm 2\) dB would be expected, induced by the Raman Effect and is considered an important design parameter for wideband systems. For systems employing conventional Erbium doped amplification, the gain tilt is significantly reduced, to less than \(\pm 0.5\) dB and is typically neglected. This gain tilt will have an impact not only on the optical signal-to-noise ratio for short wavelength channels, but also the effective length of the Kerr effect for longer wavelength signals, degrading the nonlinear signal-to-noise ratio. Optimum pre-emphasis should be designed to mitigate both of these effects simultaneously.

Figure 31: Approximate impact of inter-signal Raman power transfer over a 100 km span as a function of channel position for total spectral widths of between 4 (purple) and 12 (red) THz, assuming a Raman gain coefficient of 0.3/W/km at a peak signal separation of 12 THz, attenuation of 0.2dB/km and a launched signal power spectral density of -3dBm per 33GHz channel bandwidth.

In addition to gain tilt which may be readily compensated, amplitude modulated signals produce an additional source of noise for the longer wavelength signals [275] in any given system, and has been thoroughly analyzed for on-off keyed intensity modulated signals [294]. As with the Kerr effect, walk-off between channels has a significant effect [295], but unlike the Kerr effect, the resultant penalties are strongly dependent on the channel frequency [296]. One study [294] suggests that in the absence of walk-off the nonlinear noise variance is approximately equal to the change in signal power. Thus the 1dB power changes typically observed in Figure 31 would therefore correspond to a signal-to-noise ratio of only 5.8dB and significant transmission penalties. For a high dispersion fiber however, the noise variance is significantly reduced, by the ratio of the dispersion length (of the entire WDM system) to the effective length [294]. This results in a net penalty of less than one hundredth of a dB per span, even for a 12 THz wide WDM signal, consistent with recent experimental observations of the validity of the Gaussian noise model for bandwidths up to 7.3 THz [297], and suggesting that Raman induced nonlinear noise may be neglected. However, if nonlinearity compensation is employed to mitigate the impact of the Kerr effect, the optimum signal power will increase substantially, with over 95% depletion of the lowest wavelength channel occurring after the launch power spectral density for a 12 THz bandwidth system is increased by.
more than x4 (x30 for a 4 THz bandwidth system), suggesting that the small signal approximations of [294] may not be valid in the regime of nonlinearity compensated systems and a more detailed study of Raman crosstalk may be required. Overall, scattering nonlinearities do not appear to have a significant impact on the statistical properties of the received signals beyond a gain tilt, unless both nonlinearity compensation and ultra-wide bandwidth amplifiers are employed.

7. Network Implications
Whilst potential capacity improvements for a point to point system may be readily calculated as shown above, for an optical network a wide variety of link lengths are presented, often with multiple routes sharing the same optical fiber. Not all routes would fully benefit from the available nonlinearity compensation, especially bearing in mind that OPCs may not be symmetrically placed, and that the technical difficulties of ultra-broadband nonlinearity compensation using DSP limit the capacity gains. Calculations of SNR gain based on point to point links will therefore inevitably be somewhat optimistic. However, it is revealing to consider the potential benefit for a wide variety of networks. We consider a simple heuristic model which has proven to be sufficiently accurate for network resource calculation purposes [298], based on widely available geographic area and population data [299], and further assume one core exchange location per 3.5 million people. For each link length predicted by the network model [300] we calculate the maximum potential SNR performance relative to a polarization multiplexed 16-QAM system with a reach of 800km assuming (a) no nonlinearity compensation, (b) digital back propagation with a maximum performance gain of 1.2dB, (c) nonlinear compensation corresponding to each signal passing through a single OPC, and (d) OPC placed at every amplifier site. For OPC systems, a performance gain of 1.2dB is applied if the link length is less than or equal to two amplified spans. This is in turn converted to the maximum capacity of each link by determining the maximum transmittable QAM modulation format (in steps of 0.5 b/s/Hz/pol, assuming Trellis coding) by rounding the delivered signal to noise ratio down. Figure 32 illustrates the predicted distribution of modulation formats for two countries, Mexico and Brazil. In both cases, as expected, the 1.2dB gain from DBP only offers marginal improvement in the capacity of each link. On the other hand, the most common information spectral density (Mode) increases from 6 to 105 for the Mexico and from 4 to 9.5 in Brazil. In both cases, the most common ISD with multiple OPC exceeds the maximum ISD without nonlinearity compensation. Indeed, the two distributions have almost zero overlap. A critical observation is therefore that extensive OPC deployment will only realize its full potential if it is accompanied by significant upgrades in transponder capabilities. Note, for densely populated small countries, such as the UK, the multiple OPC curve shows two peaks due to the high number of single span links, never-the-less the need for higher order modulation formats remains.

![Figure 32: Analytically predicted distribution of modulation formats for Mexico (left) and Brazil (right), assuming flexible modulation formats with a resolution of 0.5 b/s/Hz obtained through coding, and no nonlinearity compensation (Black), simple electronic compensation offering a 1.2 dB performance gain (blue), an OPC at the midpoint of each link (green), and an OPC every span (minimum span length 40km, two spans required for OPC deployment). Adapted from [298].](image)

The link capacities may be used to calculate the total network capacity, and the inverse of the network capacity, assuming an arbitrarily large total capacity demand (projected say 10 years beyond the “capacity crunch”), may be used in turn to estimate the number of parallel fiber systems which would be required, as shown in Figure 33. Here we observe that digital nonlinearity compensation has negligible impact on the total number of fibers required for a post “capacity crunch” network, with the national network with
the most amenable conditions is predicted to enjoy a reduction in fiber count to only 86% of that required without nonlinearity compensation. For small populations, supporting only a few network nodes, a similarly disappointing benefit is observed however, for larger populations OPC offers the prospect of reducing the total fiber count to 50% of the requirement without nonlinearity compensation, or even as low as 25% if multiple OPCs are used in appropriate networks, such as Russia, Brazil, Canada where the ratio of linear network size to population served is large. More formal studies of network enhancement for digitally compensated networks [301] and networks employing optical phase conjugation [302], which consider realistic traffic matrices and accurate link distributions, have shown for a small number of test cases that the majority of the benefits predicted by the simple approach (that is, increases of network capacity of between 25% and 100%) may be realistically expected. The particular advantage of nonlinearity compensation over alternative approaches such as space division multiplexing [303] will depend greatly on the prevailing economic conditions. For example, in a submarine system constrained by the size of the repeater, inclusion of nonlinearity compensation results in record per fiber capacities [304]. On the other hand, for an energy constrained system cable capacity is enhanced by reducing the per carrier modulation formal below the nonlinear threshold [305].

![Figure 33. Estimate of economic benefit of nonlinearity compensation as a function of network parameters (assuming national scale networks) for massive capacity optical networks, plotted as a function of population density served (left) and as a function of the ratio between network scales to population (right)](image)

8. Conclusions
In this paper we have reviewed the progress in calculation of the maximum performance of a single mode optical fiber, from the first shot noise limit calculations through to the accepted limits of today. Many of the original calculations are still relevant today, especially for cost sensitive applications where fully featured coherent detection is often avoided. In section 5 we discovered that for coherent transmission systems the originally conceived nonlinear Shannon limit may be readily overcome by compensating inter-signal nonlinearity, only to be replaced by a limit imposed by the nonlinear interaction between signal and noise, and that to calculate this limit, some of the original assumptions need to be revisited. Recent reports have also suggested that optimized coding coupled advanced nonlinearity compensation may even allow some mitigation of this limit. Such advances have cast doubt onto the truly fundamental nature of the originally coined nonlinear Shannon limit. These doubts are reasonable given the number of assumptions and approximations built into the deviation of the various forms of the limit, and how readily these assumptions are breached once compensation is implemented. However research into nonlinearity compensation makes two factors abundantly clear. Firstly, stochastic and practical imperfections in system design (e.g., PMD and DSP resolution respectively) will significantly limit the gains unless multiple OPCs are used. Secondly, since the system throughput only depends logarithmically on the signal to noise ratio and it has been shown that the (linear) Shannon limit remains an upper bound even for nonlinear transmission systems [306], the performance of an optical fiber communication system is fundamentally limited by nonlinearity and noise.

At the time of writing, even though the actual in-line system only accounts for a few % of the total energy consumption of a link, exponentially increasing the launch power in order to linearly increase system throughput will eventually lose its appeal - even if it were possible. However, a practical upper bound on the launch power is imposed by the various mechanisms for fiber damage, and although new fiber designs
and improved coatings have an influence on this limit [307-308] it remains finite. So even from the simple view point of a practical maximum launch power [11] and the linear Shannon limit, and only considering shot noise [309], we must inevitably accept that the capacity of an individual fiber is finite, and that in order to maintain growth in service provision, corresponding growth in parallel transmission systems is inevitable.
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